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Abstract

When the gram negative bacterium Escherichia coli is growing

on acetate or fatty acids the enzymes of the glyoxylate cyde are

required to allow the organism to incorporate the acetyl carbons of

acetyl-CoA into C4 dicarbo:ryzlic acids and finally sugars. The

enzymes, isocitrate lyase and malate synthase' are coded for by two

structural genes aceA artd. aceB, which along with aceK make up the

ace operon In glucose containing medium tl:re ace enzymes are not

present at any appreciable level, however, when the medium is

changed to acetate or fatty acids the enzymes become induced. The

molecular mechanisms controlling the regulation of the glyoxylate

cycle are not well understood at present, however, it has been shown

that the gene product of the idR gene, IclR, binds to the promoter

region of the aceB gene

The primary aim of this dissertation is to determine in greater

detail the mechanisms by which IclR interacts with operator DNA

Using site directed mutagenesis several amino acids thought to be

important for mediating Dl.{,A binding were mutated to alanine and

there effects were measured by an electrophoretic mobility shift

assay. In addition, the ability of IclR to bind to several different

operators was tested using this method. To discover the identity of

the DNA bases important for recognition a method termed SELEX, or

Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential enrichment, was

employed. This method relies on the ability of a DNA binding protein

to "fi.Sh orlt" tight binding sequences from a random pool of
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oligonudeotides, and on PCR. to amplify and enrich the selected

molecules. The results from this experiment defined the IclR

consensus sequence as being palindromic with the half site sequence

AAWDTGGAAAV,wheTeW:AorT,D: D.ot Ç andV:A or C Using

this consensus palindrome an additional site in the E.coli genome was

discovered in the promoter region of the gcl gene, a gene encoding

the protein glyo:rylate carboligase. This region of DNA was amplified

by PCR and shown to interact with IclR r¡r uitro. The result suggests

that IclR, aside from regulating the metabolism of acetate and fatty

acids, may also regulate the metabolism of glycollate.
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1.O The Role of DNA in Biology

The discovery of the structure of DNA some forfy years ago

(Watson and Crick, 1953) had a revolutioraæy impact on the science

of molecular biology, âs it suggested solutions to two fundamental

problems. The double helical structure of the molecule immediately

suggested that replication (the process in which the molecule could

copy itself) could proceed through a process that involved

complementary hydrogen bonds between base pairs such that the

genetic information contained within could be passed from

generation to generation in a semi-conservative manner. In addition,

the structure suggested that the genetic information within a cell was

encrypted by a four letter alphabet consisting of the DNA bases. This

suggestion led to the discovery of mRNA and RNA polymerase, and

the elucidation of the genetic code.

The mechanism by which a cell converts genetic information

into useful biological products has become known as the central

dogma of molecular biology (fTg 1). In the most basic sense the

dogma states that DNA directs its own replication, while also

directing the synthesis of RNA (transcription), which, in turn, directs

the synthesis of proteins (translation). In the years since the

structure of Dl.{A was discovered a great wealth of knowledge has

emerged from studies attempting to discover the cellular machinery

responsible for directing the above processes. One area that will be

discussed in some detail in this dissertation, is the area of genetic

regulation.
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Fig.1 The central dogma of molecular biology: DNA directs its
own replication, while also controlling the synthesis of proteins
through the intermediate mRNA"

1.1 Genetic Regulation in Frocaryotes

Before the discovery of the double helix it was well known that

many organisms were able to effect the synthesis of certain enzymes

in response to environmental conditions. For example, Stanier and

colleagues (Stanier, 1951) showed that in a large number of

procaryotic organisms the presence of a substrate would generally

induce the formation of a series of enzymes that were sequentially

involved in its metabolism. When the substrate was removed from

the growth medium, the synthesis of the enzymes would desist. The

logic of this system was indeed very rational: To conserve energy, a

cell would direct the synthesis of a protein only when that protein

was needed. In L96L Jacob and Monod, working with the lac

system of the gram negative bacterium E coli suggested a genetic

model that could explain the above findings (Jacob and Monod,

transcripti

translation
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L96L). They termed this model the operon model of generic

regulation.

An operon can be described as a small unit of genomic DNA

whose function is to ensure that proteins arising from the operon are

transcribed only when the external environment dictates. As shown

in Fig. 2 an operon generally contains three types of genes. The first
type of gene, or the structural gene contains all the information

necessary to dictate the primary sequence, and thus the

Regulatory Gene Structural Genes

O¡rerator,/Promoter

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of an operon. Genes A and B,
structural genes, are transcribed on one polycistronic mRNA.
The O/P region houses both the operator, which binds the
regulator, and the promoter, which recognizes RNA polymerase
at the -10 and -35 regions. The regulatory gene, R, is often
transcribed external to the operon. This gene encodes a protein
that interacts with the operator. The arrow indicates the
transcription start site.

structure and function, of the protein it encodes. The second type of
gene, the promoter, contains initiation sites where RNA polymerase is

able to bind and start transcription. These sites are found at

positions -10 (Pribnow box) and -35(-35 region) relative to the
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transcription start site. The third gene, or the operator, contains a

DNA sequence that is recognized by a regulator protein. This gene is

usually, but not always, located close to the promoter. A regulator

protein is a molecule that is usually outside the operon but plays a

role in controlling the rate of synthesis of the structural genes.

Regulator proteins can be grouped into two categories: those

that mediate a positive effect on transcription, and those that

mediate a negative effect. In a positively controlled system, the

regulator increases the rate of transcription from a specified

promoter, presumably by increasing the effi.ciency in which RNA

polymerase initiates transcription. In general a small molecule can

act as a co-activator by binding to the regulator, and increasing its

affinity for DNA" thereby increasing the extent to which it controls

transcription. Conversely, the promoter could be made inactive if a

small ligand bound to the activator protein releasing it from DNA

The CAP-cAMP complex in its regulation of a number of operons

(reviewed by deCrombrugghe, L984), and the FadR protein in its
regnlation of fabA transcription (Henry and Cronan, Jr., T992) are

examples of each of these two models, respectively. In a negatively

controlled system the levels of transcription are reduced by the

presence of the regulator molecule which prevents RNA polymerase

from initiating transcription. In a negatively regulated inducing

system a small ligand binding to the regulator displaces it from DNA

thus increasing the rate of transcription. In a negatively regulated

repressing system the small ligand can act as a co-repressor by

increasing the affinity of the protein for DlrlA The Lacl-allolactose
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interadion (Gilbert and Mü[er-Húr, 1966; Riggs er aI. 196s) and the
TrpR-tryptophan interaction (somervilre, 19g3) provide exampres
of each of these systems, respectivery. In ^E cori t.'e /ac operon
provides the paradigm for procaryotic regulation. This system which
is controlled both positively and negatively will be described in the
following section to illustrate the complexities involved in genetic
regulation in procaryotes.

L.L.z The lac Operon: A History

when E coli is growing on lactose as the sole source of carbon
the enzymes of the lac operon are required to effect the efficient
uptake and breakdown of the disaccharide. \¡vhen E coli is grown in
glucose the cer only contains a few morecules of these proteins.
However, when the glucose is replaced by lactose the cells increase
the rate at which these enzymes are produced nearry 1000 ford, and
they maintain this rate undl the lactose is depleted (Monod et aI.
7952), suggesting that lactose or one of its metabolic products is the
inducer of the lac metabolizing proteins. Further work established
that the actual physiorogical inducer was afloractose, a side product
arising from the ability of B-galactosidase to occasionaüy trans_
gþcosylate lactose. The operon moder suggested by Jacob and
Monod was abre to account for the above observations.

The structural genes of the lac operon, Iaú, Iacy and IacA,
which code for B-garactosidase, ractose pennease, and trans_
acetylase, (an enzyme whose function is stilr targery unknown)
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respectively, are located in that order, immediatety distal to the /ac

operator,/promoter (Jacob and Monod, 196I; Gilbert and Maxam,

1973) (fig. 3). As described above the promoter is recognized by
RNA polymerase between positions -20 to +20 relative to the start of

transcription. The operator, recognized by the product of tlrre lacl
gene, is located between positions -7 to +28 relative to the

transcription start site. Thus the picture that emerged from the

pioneering work of Jacob and Monod could be described as follows:

\Mhen growing on a substrate other than lactose tlrre lac operon would

be "turned off' due to the fact that the repressor (the lacl gene

product), which bound tightly to the DN,{ blocked rhe abiliry of RNA

polymerase to initiate transcription. When lactose was added to the

growth medium allolactose formation was initiated by the minute
quantities of permease and B-galactosidase present in the cell. The

allolactose so formed would then altosterically bind to the Lac

repressor, and in doing so would dramatically weaken the affinity of

repressor for operator by inducing in the protein a conformational

change that weakened DNA binding. This would then allow RNA

polymerase to initiate transcription of the lac operon so that the cell

could readily metabolize the substrate. This seemingly simple

picture, like almost all things in nature, of course became much more

complicated in the years that followed.
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Fig. 3 Basic illustration of the ,lac operon. The IacI gene
product, the Lac repressor (illustrated with an open circle)
represses transcription by binding to the /ac operator and
preventing RNA polymerase from forming an open complex with
its promoter. When lactose is present, a small amount of it is
converted to allolactose which binds to the repressor and
displaces it from its operator. This displacement allows RNA
polymerase to form an open complex and initiate transcription.

1"1.3 The lac Operon: L996

Today the structure and control mechanisms controlling the

metabolism of lactose in ^E coli are known in great detail. Since the

time of Jacob and Monod, nuclease studies have demonstrated that

three operator regions, termed OL, 02, and 03 (Oehler et at. I99O;

Eismann and Muller-Hill, 1990) are located in tkre lac operon. While

01 conforms to the definition the classical operator described above,

the other operators are located at regions not expected to interfere

with polymerase binding (fig. a) However, zr vivo studies have

demonstrated that indeed, all three operators are needed for

maximal repression (Oehler et al. 1990). The cause of these effects is

understood at the molecular level as originating from the ability of

the Lac repressor to bind simultaneously to more than one operator.

The Lac repressor tetramer can simultaeously bind to either 01 and
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02 or 01 and 03 in a cooperative manner to form a looped protein-

DNA complex. Thus, binding at 02 for example, increases the affinity
of the tetramer at 01 by 3 fold (Sasse-Dwight and Gralla, 1988). This

increase in affinity leads to a more stable complex that is better able

to repress the initiation process catalyzed by RNA polymerase. The

recently determined crystal structure of the Lac repressor-DNA

complex has confirmed that the Lac repressor tetramer can in fact

bind to two operators simultaneously (Lewis et al. Lgg6)

control of the lac operon has also been shown to be dependent

on glucose concentration through the action of the cAMP receptor

protein (CAP). In a non-glucose containing medium such as lactose

the levels of cellular cAMP are high so that a complex between this

ligand and CAP becomes favored. The ligand-receptor interaction

greatly enhances the affinity of CAP for two specific regulatory

sequences near the two lac promoters (fig. 4). The first CAP-DNA

complex stimulates transcription at Pl by binding just upstream of

this promoter and thus increasing the affinity of RNA polymerase for

the lac promoter (Zubay et aI. L97O). The mechanism of this control

is unknown, but it probably involves cooperative protein-protein

contacts that may be facilitated by DNA bending (Schultz et al.

L997). In addition, productive binding of CAP at this site prevents

transcription from P2. The second CAP site, which overlaps the 01

site is thought to act as an anti-repressor by sterically preventing the

Lac repressor from binding to o1 (Peterson and Reznikoff, 1985).
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The lac operon thus provides a view into the complexities

involved in genetic regulation: A large number of protein binding

sites located within a relatively small distance from each other are

able to communicate according to a number of environmental signals.

These signals are propagated synergistically through a combination of

protein-Iigand, protein-DNA, and protein-protein contacts. Under

different conditions the number and types of contacts will vary, thus

allowing an organism to fine tune the amounts of a specific protein

required for any particular environmental situation.

RNA Polymerase

Fig. 4 Schematic illustration of the lac operator/promoter
regions in E. coli. Shown are the three operators OL, 02, and 03,
which communicate with each other through DNA looping which
is mediated by bound Lac repressor. Shown also are the two
promoters, P1 and P2, and the two CAP binding sites. Not shown
exactly to scale

L.2 Metabolism in E. coli

In E coli tl:re central pathways of carbon metabolism are

glycolysis and the tricarbo4dic acid cyc1e. As shown in figure 5 the

process can be thought of as starting with glucose (carbohydrate) and

ending with the net oxidation of this molecule to six molecules of

carbon dioxide and six molecules of water. Much of the net release

of energy for this process is stored as high energy phosphate bonds

PLP2
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in the molecule ATP. In addition to providing energy to the cell

these two central metabolic pathways also provide starting materials

for the synthesis of cellular components such as amino acids, fatty

acids, celI wall components, and nitrogen bases.

For organisms growing on compounds other than glucose these

central metabolic pathways are almost always the final destination

in their metabolism. For example, the amino acids valine and

isoleucine, are converted through a series of steps to succinyl-CoA, an

intermediate of the TCA cyde. If energy is required by the cell the

succinyl-CoA can be oxidized through the TCA cycle. However, if
cellular material is required some of the succinyl-CoA can be

funneled out of the TCA cyde to provide for this. For example, the

succinyl-CoA can be converted to oxaloacetate (OAA) by standard

TCA reactions, whereupon the enzyme PEP carbo>rykinase can

convert the OAA into the glycol¡ic intermediate

phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP). The PEP so produced can be shuttled

backwards through gluconeogenesis to produce glucose which can be

used for creating cellular products such as cell wall polysaccharides.
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Fig. 5 Iliustration of the cyclic TCA cycle in E. coli. Glucose is
first converted by glycolysis into two molecules of pyruvate. The
so-formed pyruvate is then either oxidized by the TCA cycle to
provide ATP, or converted through other reactions into cellular
material (Taken from Molgat, 1990).

L.2.L Growth on Acetate

When E. coli is growing on acetate the situation is not so simple.

Acetate is introduced into the central metabolic pathways as acetyl-

CoA. This molecule is then condensed with OAA to form the six

carbon molecule, citrate. As shown in figure 5, however, the acetyl-

CoA is completely oxidized by the TCA enzymes by the time it
reaches succinyl-CoA. Thus the TCA cycle is unable to provide the

OAA that is required for gluconeogenesis. To adapt to this problem a

number of organisms adapt by utilizing the enzymes of what has

become known as the glyoxylate bypass (Kornberg.and Sadler, 196I).
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As shown in figure 6 the glyo¡ylate bypass consists of two

enzymes: isocitrate lyase, whose function is the conversion of

isocitrate to glyoxylate and succinate, and malate synthase, whose

function is the condensation of acetyl-CoA and glyoxylate to form

malate. The malate so formed by this cycle can then be converted to

cellular material by the reactions of gluconeogenesis.

Carbohydratcs
Fauy Âcids

Amiao .A.cids

acctyl-CoA

oxaloacetate

*oor. /r/
Y L-malat¿

)dthydrogrnase
NAD+ I

\

Fig. 6 The glyoxylate cycle in E. coli is a variation of the TCA
cycle. Isocitrate lyase hydrolyzes isocitrate to succinate and
glyoxylate, while malate synthase condenses the glyoxylate with
acetyl-CoA to form malate. These reactions skip the two oxidative
steps of the TCA (fig. 5) allowing for the carbon in acetate to be
assimilated into cellular material rather than COz. (Taken from
Molgat, 1990).

L-maIa¡e
\
\ mato¡¿
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1.3 Regulation of the Glyoxylate Cycle

Cells growing on glucose or other sugars show only very low

levels of the enzymes of the glyo>cylate cyde, but, when the medium

is changed to acetate the levels of the enzymes rise to much higher

levels (Kornberg, L963). using the operon model of genetic

regulation, this fact suggested that acetate, or one of its metabolites,

was acting as an activator of the synthesis of the glyo>rylate cycle

enzymes. Several early observations by Kornberg (Kornberg, t963),

however, indicated that this was not the case. For example, it was

shown that E coli growing on glucose was not able to induce

isocitrate lyase formation when acetate was added to the growth

medium: for the enzymes to be induced the glucose first had to be

removed, however, this removal was not required due to the

common mechanism of metabolite repression as seen with cAp-

cAMP and the /ac operon (Duckvorth, 1980). Secondly, Kornberg

was able to demonstrate that when the growth medium was proline

(a substrate that is somewhat effective in inducing isocitrate lyase

synthesis) addition of acetate raised the levels of isocitrate lyase

roughly 4 fold. This effect, however was not observed in the same

medium if the organism was gltA (i.e. lacking citrate synthase). This

result demonstrated that neither acetate, acetyl phosphate, or acetyl-

CoA could be the inducer of the glyoxylate cyde, but that a product

dependent on the action of citrate synthase was. Continued work

with several mutants deficient in one or more steps of the central

metabolic pathways allowed Kornberg to hypothesize that the
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intracellular intermediate was phosphoenolpyruvate (Kornberg,

1966). The suggestion was made that this compound derepressed

synthesis of the glyoxylate enzymes when growing on acetate due to

a drop in its intracellular concentration. This suggested that PEP was

acting as the co-repressor of a specific protein (like tryptophan in the

TrpR-tryptophan complex) in glucose grown cells. Lowry and

colleagues, however, refuted this daim by direct measurements of

intracellular intermediate, which showed that the levels of PEP

decline when glucose is added to acetate adapted E coli. (Lowry et

aJ. L97L).

1-3-1 The ace Operon

In L968 Kornberg was able to provide evidence that the

enzymes isocitrate lyase and malate synthase were coded for by an

operon located at 9I minutes on the E. coli functional map (Brice and

Kornberg, 1968). The genes encoding the enzymes, aceB (malate

synthase) and aceA (isocitrate lyase) were later shown to exist in

that order (Maloy and Nunn, 1982), along with a third gene, aceK,

which encodes the multifunctional enzyme isocitrate-dehydrogenase

kinase,/phosphatase (IDH kinase,/phosphatase) (LaPorte and Chung,

1985). During growth on acetate the kinase/phosphatase is able to

disactivate the TCA enzyme isocitrate dehydrogenase by

phosphorylating an active site serine residue. When the growth

medium is changed to glucose the IDH kinase,/phosphatase

dephosphorylates IDH, returning it to its functional form. The action

of this protein allows the isocitrate to be shuttled through the
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glyo:ylate cycle rather than the TCA cycle during growth on acetate.

Aside from the above described system, the entire aceBAK operon

has been successfully doned and sequenced allowing a careful

examination of the factors that control its regulation (Byrne et al.

1988; Chung et al. 1988). The structure of the operon, along with

genes adjacent to it is depicted in figure 7.

metA aceA

lSOCr.fr
lyase

matic of t
nes code I
lH kinase,
mediately

Transcriptional regulation of the aceBAK operon has been

shown to depend on the products of several genes. The first genes

to be identifi.ed as important in this process were icR (Brice and

Kornberg, 1968; Maloy and Nunn, L982) and fadR (Maloy et al.

1980). The ,fdR gene is located immediately adjacent to the ace

operorr at 9I minutes on the E. coli linkage map. Tl:re fadR gene on

the other hand is located at 25 minutes. Using merodiploid studies

Maloy and Nunn (1982) were able to demonstrate that the products

of both these genes showed their effects in trans, that is, each coded

for a diffusible repressor that could negatively effect the control of

the ace operon. The effect of each of these gene products is

described below
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L.3.2 IclR

As discussed above, the protein product of the iclR gene, IclR,

controls the synthesis of the glyo>rylate cycle enzymes in a trans-

dominant manner. As with the Lac repressor this suggests that IclR

is able to interact with regulatory elements just upstream of tlrre ace

operon. To date the jdR gene has been doned and sequenced by

three groups; First by Cortay et al. (L99L) and Nègre et al. (T99L),

and finally by Donald et al. (L996). The purified IclR protein

resulting from these studies has been shown to interact specifically

with DNA sequences in the ace promoter region thus verifying the

earlier genetic results.

1.3.3 The IclR Binding Site

There exist several common methods for defining the site at

which a protein binds to DNIA In the studies mentioned above

several of these methods were used to examine IclR binding. Cortay

et al. (1991), using a electrophoretic mobility shift assay, were first
able to show that the purified repressor could specifically interact

with a radiolabelled restriction fragment containing tlrre ace operon.

Moreover, the EMSA assay seemed to suggest that formation of the

IcIR-DNA complex was impeded by indusion of PEP in the binding
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reaction. This suggestion suggested that contrary to Kornberg's

earlier suggestion, PEP could act as the inducer, rather than a co-

repressor, of tl:.e ace operon. This finding, however, has never been

mentioned again by the authors and evidence presented in this

thesis suggest that this finding was in etror. Cortay et al. (1992)

later showed that the binding of IclR to the ace operator occurred

with moderate to high affinity. The dissociation constant for the

complex was reported to be 0.7nM.

The DNA binding site for this protein was also investigated by

DNase footprinting (Donald et al" L996; Cortay et al. I99L), dimethyl

sulfate interference experiments (Nègre et a7., L992\, and de-

purination-depyrimidation interference experiments (Nègre et a1..,

L992). The DNase protection results of Cortay et aI. (1991) suggested

that IclR bound to a pseudo-palindromic region of DNA overlapping

the -3 5 region of the ace ptomoter. The region protected was very

large for a typical procaryotic repressor, spanning a region of

approximately 35 base pairs. The protection data reported, however,

only contained information for the top (sense) DNA strand. The

results obtained by Donald et al. (1996), for both the top and botrom

strands of the operator suggested that IclR protected the same region

from digestion by DNase, however the number of bases protected

were only 29 and 27 for the top and bottom strands, respectively.

The interference experiments of Nègre et al. (1992) verified

the importance of the bases found by the DNase work. In an

interference experiment bases in the DNIA helix are first modified
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with chemicals that generally alkylate or remove DNA bases. The

modified DNA is then incubated with protein and the complex

formed is separated from the unbound DNA. Modifications that

affect binding are usually overrepresented in the "free DNA" fraction,

and thus examination of this fraction following cleavage of the

modified bases reveals DNA sites important for complex formation.

In this way Cortay et al. (L992) were able to verify some of the bases

identified to be important for IclR binding. In particular, they were

able to show the importance of the two guanine residues located at

position -43, and -44. A summary of the DNase protection, and the

interference data is shown in figure 8.
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Fig. 8 Summary of the protection and interference data obtained
to date for the binding of IclR to the aceBAK operator. The bases
shown are tfiose which were protected from DNase by IciR
according to Cortay et al. (1991) The solid bars summarize the
,interference data obtained by Nègre et al. (L992). The magnitude
of the effect on binding of removing a base is indicated by the
size of the bar above the base. Asterisks above the t'wo guanines
refer to the bases shown to be important by a guanine
interference assay (Nègre et al. L992).

Although the work presented in the above studies has

indicated the site to which IclR binds, it remains unclear as to the
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identity of the DNA bases that are critical for a strong protein-DNA

interaction. The guanine methylation interference results suggest

that the bases at positions -43 and -44 are crucial determinants of

IclR binding, however, the depurination-depyrimidation results must

be viewed with caution. In this experiment, removing the entire

base would be expected to effect dramatic changes in the structure of

the molecule. Since protein-DNA interactions depend critically upon

the formation of complementary interacting surfaces, the results

obtained from this method can probably only be considered to reflect

the general importance of a specific stretch of DNA rather than the

importance of an individual base. In this thesis a different PCR-

combinatorial based method was employed to examine the bases

important for IclR binding to tlire ace promoter. The results obtained

from these experiments allowed me to define a consensus sequence

to which IclR binds. Using this consensus sequence I discovered that

IclR specifically interacts with a region of DNA overlapping the

promoter to the gd gene in E. coli" This gene encodes the protein

glyo:¡rlate carboligase, an enzyme required for the efficient

metabolism of the two carbon molecule glycollate (Kornberg, and

Gotto, I96L; Chang, et a1., L993).

L.3.4 IclR is Autoregulated

Recently, it has also been shown that IclR regulates its own

expression by binding to cls-acting elements on the idÃ promoter

(Gui et al. L996). These elements, like those found in the ace

operator, overlap the -35 region of the RNA polymerase start site.
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The sequence of bases in this region slightly resembles that found in

tl;.e ace promoter region. Gui et aJ. (1996) were able to show using

an EMSA that IclR bound to this region with high affinity, though the

dissociation constant was not reported. In this thesis, a quantitative

EMSA experiment was performed with the idR operator in order to

determine the precise affinity of IclR for this binding site.

Unlike tt:.e ace operon, expression of tl:re iclR gene was shown

to be relatively independent of carbon source (Gui et al. L996) In

acetate containing medium the levels of IDH kinase,/phosphatase

(acelfl were approximately 40 fold higher than they were in glucoses.

The level of icIR expression, however, was the same in both carbon

sources. The fact that these differences are seen implies that

additional protein factors may be responsible for regulating tl;re ace

operon. If IclR was the sole regulatory protein for both genes then

idR transcription would have been expected to be induced roughly at

the same levels as the ace operon. As described below, additional

proteins do in fact play an important role.

1.3.5 FadR

The primary role of the fadR gene is controlling the rate of

transcription of the genes required for the synthesis and B-oxidation

of fatty acids. However, several lines of evidence suggest that the

protein also regulates the aceoperon. Maloy and Nunn (1982), using

operon fusions between th.e ace and lac operons showed that the

synthesis of p-galactosidase increased in strains that were idR artd
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fadR. In addition, the authors demonstrated that the two genes acted

synergistically to repress the ace operon: the synthesis of

B-galactosidase was higher in a strain that was icIR fadR as opposed

to those that were either icIR fadR+ or icIR+ fadR. Recently th.e fadR

gene product, FadR, has been doned and purified, and shown to

interact specifically with DNA sequences upstream of the enzymes

required for fatty acid synthesis and degradation (DiRusso et al.

1993). These studies have identified a FadR binding consensus

sequence of 5'-AGCTGGTCCGAYNTGTT-3', and have revealed that the

formation of the FadR-DNA complex is specifically impeded by long-

chain acyl-CoA esters" To date, however, ro detailed molecular

mechanism as to how the FadR protein exerts its control over tlire ace

operon has been put forward. The lack of arty DNA sequence

resembling the FadR consensus in the immediate region of th:e ace

promoter (either up or downstream) suggests, however, that the

mechanism must be quite complex.

L.3.6 Other factors Controlling ace Expression

Recently, reports from several groups has indicated that the

ace operon is also under the control of the FruR repressor and the

Integration Host Factor. The FruR repressor has been shown to act as

a pleiotropic regulator, regulating all the major pathways concerning

carbon metabolism. Aside from tl:re ace operon, FruR has been shown

to exert its effect on the pathways of glycolysis, the TCA cyde,

gluconeogenesis, electron transport, and the pentose phosphate

pathway (Chin et aI., L989; Saier and Chin, 1.99O; Ramseier et al.,
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L993). In mutants defective in FruR expression the levels of the

enzymes involved in these pathways are dramaticalTy aÍfected. In
general, fruR strains show elevated levels of glycol¡ic enzymes and

depressed levels of the enzymes involved in gluconeogenesis,

suggesting that FruR is an activator of gluceogenenesis and a

repressor of the glycolytic pathway. With respect to the glyoxylate

cycle enzymes a fruR strain growing on acetate had roughly one

tenth the levels of malate synthase and one half the levels of

isocitrate lyase, as compared to the isogeneic wild type strain.

Interestingly these levels were roughly the same as those obtained

by adding O.5o/o glucose to the wild type strain (Chin, et al., 1989).

These results thus suggested that FruR is a positive regulator of ace

transcription.

In vitro, the cloned and purified FruR protein has been shown

to interact with the operators of several genes in E. coli, verifying the

observation that the protein regulates gene expression (Ramseier, et

aI., L993). To tl:re ace operon a variety of interference and protection

experiments have indicated that the protein binds with moderate

affinity (3nM) to a pseudo-palindromic region located L7O bp

upstream of the transcriptional start site (Ramseier et aJ., 1993;

Cortay et a1., L994). The binding was prevented by 50pM fructose-l-

phosphate, and to lesser extent by fructose-1,6-bisphosphate,

suggesting that one or both of these compounds is the in vivo

effector molecule. The mode of action of this protein, however, with
respect to its ability to activate transcription at the ace ptomoter, has

yet to be investigated.
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The Integration Host Factor (IHF), has also been shown to effect

the levels of the glyoxylate cyde enzymes (Freundlich et aL. L992).

This protein, which was first discovered as a host factor required for

site-speci-fi.c recombination of lambda bacteriophage, has been shown

to control the expression of a number of E coú genes. In many cases

it has been found that IHF regulates transcription by facilitating the

bending of DNA (Freundlich et aI. L992\. DNase protection

experiments have shown that this protein interacts with two regions

upstream of the aceB transcription start site. The first site is located

at -81 bp relative to the transcriptional start site of tl:re aceB gene,

while the second site is located at position -164. The exact

mechanism by which this protein effects regulation of tl:e ace operori

is presently unknown, however, mutation of the two genes coding for

the IHF protein results in reduced levels of ace expression.

Similarily, disruption of the IHF binding sites 5' to tl:re aceB gene

show a similar effect in vivo (Freundlich et aJ. 1992; Gui et aL. L996;

Resnik et al. L996)

The structure of the ace operator/promoter region, with all its

known regulatory sites is shown in figure 9.
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Fig.9 Schematic illustration of the O,/P region of the ace operon.
IclR functions by preventing RNA polymerase from accessing
the 10 and -35 regions of the promoter. The molecular
mechanisms by which FruR and IHF mediate their effects on ace
expression are currently unknown.

1.4 Is IclR a Helix-Turn-Helix Protein?

Sequence alignments have suggested that IclR may contain a

helix-turn-helix motif (Nègre et al. I99L; Sunnarborg et aI., 1990))

This 20 amino acid motif, which is the most cornmon DNA binding

domain found in procaryotic repressors generally consists of two

cr-helices separated by a short turn consisting of three amino acids"

The second helix, or the recognition helix, is able to insert itself into

the major groove of the DNA and make base specifi.c contacts.

Proteins containing this domain have all been found to be multimeric

(usually dimers) as this allows a recognition helix from each

monomer to insert into adjacent turns of a palindromic B-DNA

sequence (fÌg. 10). Common features of the helix-turn-helix motif

suggest that residue 9 should be a glycine, residues 4 and 15 should

not be charged, residues 3-8 and 15-20 should not be proline, and

residue 5 should not be ß branched (as it is wedged between the 2

helices) As shown in figure tI, a comparison of the primary

FruR IHF
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sequence of IclR with that of 434 Cq 434 repressor, 1"-repressor,

I-CRO, Hin Recombinase, the cAMP receptor protein (CAP) and the

tryptophan repressor suggests that amino acids 46-65 make up the

bulk of this motif.

Fig. 10 Illustration of the structure of a helix-turn-helix
protein complexed with B-DNA. I n this example two .CRO
repressor monomers (Mondragon and Harrison, Iggt) form a
dimer and interact with adjacent major grooves of the DNA. As
shown in the figure, an a-helix, or the recognition helix
protrudes away from the protein and into the major groove.
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Fig. 11 Sequence alignments of IclR with known helix-turn-
helix proteins. The residues highlighted in red have been shown
to d.irectly interact with DNA in protein-DNA co-crystal
stnrctures. The residues highlighted in green were targetted for
site-d.irected mutagenesis in the experiments described in this
thesis. The numbering in the figure represents the position of
the amino acid in the helix-turn-helix motif.

In this thesis site-directed-rnutagenesis was used to change the

identity of the first four amino acids in the recognition helix,

asparagine 57, serine 58, threonine 59, and threonine 60. The effects

of the rnutations on the DNA binding properties of the purified IclR

were examined to test the hypothesis that this region was in fact

important for mediating the interaction of IclR to its operator.
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Chapter 2

Materials and Methods
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2.O Oligonucleotides

Synthetic DNA used in this study was obtained through

standard phosphoramidite chemistry performed on an Applied

Biosystems automated DNA synthesizer. In all cases small scale

(0.2pM) syntheses were performed and the DNA was isolated from

the column using standard procedures (Applied Biosystems Bulletin

Issue #30). Briefly, the column was washed with concentrated

ammonium hydroxide to release the DNA from the solid support.

This sample was dried by evaporation in a SpeedVac, taken up in

water, extracted with n-butanol, dried again, and resuspended in

water. The concentration of each oligonucleotide was determined by

measuring the absorbance at 260 nM and making the assumption

that an optical density of 1.0 was equivalent to a DNA concentration

of  Oug/ml. The molecular weights of the oligonudeotides were

determined from the base sequences.

Purification of oligonucleotides SELEX-A, and SELEX-D required

an additional step due to their large size. This was accomplished by

electrophoresing the entire, n-butanol extracted mix into a

preparativelZo/o denaturing acrylamide gel in lX TBE buffer. After

electrophoresis the oligonucleotides were visualized by UV

shadowing and eluted by shaking the macerated gel in a buffer

containing 0.5M NH+OAc, 10mM MgCl2, lmM EDTA The DNA was

isolated by passing the filtered DNIA solution through a Waters C-18

Sep-pak column that had been activated with acetonitrile, washed in

water, and equilibrated with 0.5M MI¿OAc. The DIrIA was eluted
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from the column by washing with 6U/o aqueous methanol and

evaporated to dryness in a SpeedVac. This purified DNA was taken

up in an appropriate volume of nanopure water.

The oligonudeotide used in the experiments described in this

thesis are listed in table 1.

Mutagenic Oligonucleotide

Name

DH(R9L)

DH(N57A)

DH( SsSA)

DH ( 159A)

DH(160A)

Name

DH( SPr_ )

DH(SP2)

DH(SP3)

DH( SP4 )

Sequence

CCCGCGAAACTCGGCAGAÀÀÀ

GTTACCCGCTTCCACGA

ACCCAATGCCACGACCC

CAATTCCGCGACCCACC

AATTCCACGGCCCACCG

Sequencing Oligonucleotides

Sequence

TACTGGAGTGGATTGCC

TATGGTCGGCAGCÀGCT

TGTCCGCGCCTATCGGC

CAÀACGCGCAAACGGGG
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Selex Oligonucleotides

Name Sequence

SELEX-A cccAAccccAATTcAATTN24ccATTGcATccrcATccc*

SELEX-D CCGAAGCGGAATTCAATTAAÀATGGÀ.AATTGTTTTTGAT
TTTG CTAAGGATCCACTAGC G

SELEX-B ccGAAGcGGAATTcAATT

SELEX-C cccArcAccarccAArcc

* N is an equal mixture of A, C, G, and T

Consensus 30-mer

Name Sequence

30-T

3 0-B

AACTÀAAATGGÀ.AATGAT TTCCACTATACA

TTGTATAGTGGAAAT CAT TTCCAT T T TAGT
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sd- A

gd-B

32

gcf PCR Primers

Sequence

GGCGTTGGGAC TGAATTCACATCCAT

GGCGGTAGTGAÀAGCTTCTTTCTCCA

Table 1 Oligonucleotides used in the experiments described in
this thesis. All of the sequences are listed 5' - 3'.

2.1 Construction of an expression vector for IclR

The structural gene for the IclR protein was obtained from Dr.

L.J. Donald in the Ml3 vector M13mp18lcl*. The gene was contained

within an EcoRI site located 31 bp upstream of the transcription start

site and a HindIII site located approximately 1.3 kb downstream of

the 3' end of the gene. To generate a vector for protein expression

this DNA was digested with EcoRI and HindIII and the resulting

1.1kb fragment containing the idR gene was ligated into the

Pharmacia plasmid pKK223-3 that had been cut with the same

enzymes and dephosphorylated with alkaline phosphatase. This

plasmid was chosen as it contains a strong inducible T7 promoter

(ptac) and a gene that affords ampicillin resistance to transformants.

The ligation mixture was used to transform the E coli strain JM103

that had been made competent with CaClrz, and the resulting

transformants were isolated by their ability to grow on LB plates
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supplemented with 20 Wg/rÍú ampicillin. To check that the

transformants had the correct insert, plasmid DNA was isolated from

a number of colonies, digested with EcoRI and HindIII, and

electrophoresed on a O.8o/o agarose gel. Transformants containing an

plasmid with a 1.1k8 insert were selected for IcIR protein

production. The resulting recombinant plasmid, pKKICLS, thus

contained the entire idR coding region and 30 bp of the 5' region

including a ribosome binding site and initiation codon. As already

mentioned, transcriptional control was directed by the ptac

promoter.

2.2 Site Directed Mutagenesis

In the experiments performed in this thesis, site directed

mutagenesis was performed according to the method of Kunkel

(1989). In short, this method utilizes an E. coli strain that allows for

the r¡r vivo synthesis of DNA which contains some uracil. Single

stranded template M13 DNA is isolated from this strain and is used

in the mutagenesis reaction. Upon transformation into a strain that

does not allow for uracil incorporation the uracil containing M13

strand is degraded and theoretically only the mutant strand

survives. In practice, however, the number of mutants is usually

about 4}o/o, and a mutant is usually detected by sequencing the DNA

from the resulting transformants. The oligonudeotides used to
generate the mutations are shown in table 1
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In table one, the first letter in brackets is the one letter amino

acid code of the residue that was changed. The number and the

second letter within these brackets refer to the position of the amino

acid that was mutated and the residue to which it was mutated. For

example, R9L refers to the changing of arginine at position 9 to a
leucine.

2.2.L Construction of Uracil Template

The M13 construct M13mp18lc1* was used as the source for

the DNA template for site directed mutagenesis. A single plaque was

transferred to LB and incubated for 5 min at 60"C to kill any JM103

cells that may have been transferred. The cells were pelleted and

100 pl of the phage supernatant were transferred to 100 mt of

prewarmed LB containing 5ml of log phase JM103 and 10pl of

Z.S¡tg/nl uridine. After growing for 18 hours at 37oC the single

stranded DNA template was isolated as described in Maniatis (1932).

The purified uracil containing template lrrad a phage titer 106 fold

greater in CJ236 than it did in JM103.

2.2.2 Mutagenesis

The mutagenesis reaction was performed as described by

Kunkel (1987) using the above described template and primers.

After ligation, the mixture was taken to 15oÇ left overnight, and the

following day used to transform the E. coli strain JM103 made

competent with CaClZ.
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2.2.3 lsolation and Identification of Mutants

For each mutagenesis reaction, several plaques arising from the

transformation were sequenced with Sequenase v.2.0. The

sequencing primer used to identify the R9L mutation was the M13

universal primer while the primer SP1 was used to identify the rest.

Once a mutant was identifi.ed by this method a large scale

preparation of both M13 RF and single stranded DNA was

undertaken (Maniatis, 1982). To verify that no changes to the icß
gene (other than the desired mutation) had occurred the single

stranded DNA was sequenced using the M13 universal primer and

sequencing primers SP1, SPz, SP3, and SP4. The double stranded RF

isolated from each mutant was digested with Er;oRL and HindII I and

the resulting l.1kb fragment containing the mutant icIR gene was

subcloned into pKK223-3 as described above under 'Construction of

an expression vector for IclR.' The resulting plasmids were named

pKKICLS(R9L), pKKICLS(N574), pKKICLS(S584), pKKICLS(T594), and

pKKICLS(T604). The primers used for sequencing the iclR gene are

shown in table 1.

2.3 Preparation and Purification of IclR Protein

Cells of the E. coli strain JM103 containing the plasmid pKKICIS,

pKKICLS(R9L), pKKICLS(N574), pI(KICL8(S584), pKKICLS(T594), or

pKKICLS(T604) were grown at 37oC in LB medium that was

supplemented with ampicillin at a final concentration of 100pg/ml.

In a typical experiment 100 ml of an overnight culture were used to
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inoculate one liter of the same medium and when this culture

reached early log phase (i.e. Aooo : 0.50) IPTG was added to a final

concentration of 0.5mM to induce transcription from the ptac

promoter. \Mhen truncated IclR protein was the desired product the

cells were allowed to grow for an additional 18 hours before

harvesting. \Mhen full length protein was the desired product the

cells were grown for only an additional 2.5 hours. Harvesting was

performed by collecting the cells by centrifugation at 50009 and

suspending them in 3 volumes of buffer. When truncated protein

was the desired product the buffer was 20mM TRIS pH 7.8, 0.2M KCl,

1mM EDTA, 20mM B-mercaptoethanol. It was found that addition of

B-mercaptoethanol greatly improved the stability of the protein

during purification. To minimize truncation the cells were harvested

in a buffer that was similar to that described above, however, the

EDTA was omitted and ZnSOa was added to a final concentration of

1mM. This step was added as it was postulated that the IclR protein

was being cleaved by the .E coli protease OmpT (Sugimura and

Nishihara, 1988). Since EDTA solubilizes this outer membrane

protein and 7n2+ inhibits it the above described adjustment usually

prevented truncation.

Cells were disrupted in a French Press Cell at 18000psi and the

cell supernatant was separated from the cell debris by centrifugation

at z7oooe [12000 r.p.m. in Sorvall ss34 rotor]for one hour at 4"c.

The supernatant was loaded onto a BioRex-7O (Bio-Rad) column

(approximately 1.0 cm X 10.0 cm) that had been equilibrated in the

same buffer as used for cell suspension, and protein that did not
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stick to the column was eluted with 3 column volumes of the same

buffer. To elute the IclR protein a linear gradient was set up using

500m1 each of a buffer similar to the ones described above, except

containing either 0.2 M KCI or 0.7M KCL Fractions containing 150

drops (-12m1) were collected and protein content was determined

using the Bradford (1976) protein assay (Bio-Rad) while rhe salt

concentration was determined by comparing the conductivity of the

fractions to a set of standards that were equilibrated at the same

temperature as the protein fractions. Fractions identified as

containing a large amount of protein were subsequently analyzed by
SDS-PAGE (Laemmli, L97o) and IclR contatuÍng fractions were

identified on the basis of a strong band that migrated just before

carbonic anhydrase (-30K). It was found that full length IclR protein

eluted from the column at a KCI concentration of 0.35M while

truncated IclR generally eluted in a broad peak that was centered at

0.6M Ko. For the case of the R9L mutant the salt gradient was

reduced from 0M KCI to 0.5M KCI as it was found that the full length

protein eluted at a salt concentration of approximately 0.2M KCl.

Fractions containing the IclR protein were pooled and concentrated

by ultrafiltration using an Amicon YM10 membrane. This procedure

usually afforded IclR protein that was already highty purified as

determined by SDS-PAGE. It was estimated that IclR was at least

9Oo/o pure at this stage of purification.

To further purify the protein the BioRex fractions containing a

high proportion of IclR were concentrated and then loaded onto a
Sephadex G-100 column (-2cm x 100cm) that had been equilibrated
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in fresh buffer (20mM TRIS pH7.8, 0.4M KCl, 1mM EDTA, 20mM

B-mercaptoethanol). Fractions (12m1) were collected and those

containtutg IclR were identifiedby SDS-PAGE as described above. The

fraction containing the least amount of impurities was immediately

dialyzed against two 500m1 changes of a buffer containing 20mM

TRIS pH7.8, 1mM EDTA, 0.4M KCI" lmM Dm, 3oo/o(v/v) glycerol (SB).

This process not only changed the buffer, but effectively

concentrated the protein due to the decrease in volume that

accompanied dialysis. The fi.nal purified protein was stored at -zO"C

where it retained activity for periods of several months. The protein

concentration was determined using the Bradford Protein assay using

bovine gamma globulin as a standard. In all the steps described

above the temperature was maintained at 4oC

2.4 Oligomeric State of IclR

Sephadex G-100 chromatography (column dimensions; 2.0 X LzO

an) was used to examine the native molecular weight of the IclR

protein. Samples (approximately 2-3 mg) were applied to the column

in 1.0 ml of column buffer (20mM Tris (pH 7.8), 0.4M KCl, SOmM

B-mercaptoethanol, 1mM EDTA) containing 5o/o glycerol. Fractions

contafuling 100 drops (5.7 ml) were collected and protein was

determined by the method of Bradford (1976). The column was

standardized using lysozyme (14K), carbonic anhydrase (30K), BSA

(66K), and alcohol dehydrogenase (150K), and the void volume was

determined using dextran blue.
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2.5 Preparation of Samples for Mass Spectrometry

For mass spectrometry experiments it proved necessary to

remove all of the buffer components to achieve satisfactory spectra.

This was accomplished by extensive dialysis of the purified protein

against water. This procedure caused the protein to precipitate,

however, it could be resolubilized by adding acetic acid to a final
concentration of 5o/o. The acidified samples were usually diluted to a
final protein concentration of approximately lpM and methanol was

added to a concentration of 4ry/o. All the mass spectra data were

obtained on a ESI-TOF mass spectrometer by Igor Chernushevich of

the Department of Physics at the University of Manitoba (Donald et

aJ. L996).

2.6 Radiolabeled IclR binding probes

Labeled DNA fragments containing the IclR binding site were

obtained from a variety of sources. The plasmid ptZop a construct

obtained from Dr. L.J. Donald, houses the 5' region of the aceB gene

(Donald et al. 1996). This fragment can be excised from the plasmid

by digestion witt. BamHI or by digestion wirh .EcoRI and Hindlrr.
Thus, to obtain a fragment 770 bp long the plasmid was first
digested with BamHI, and the 5' overhangs were filled in using the

Klenow fragment of .E col DNA polymerase and a-32p dATp. To

obtain a 227 bp fragment the DNIA was cut with HindIII and EcoRI

prior to labeling. The small DNA fragments were separated from the

rest of the plasmid by electrophoresis on a non-denaturing 5o/o
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polyacrylamide gel. The Dl.{A of interest was located by
autoradiography and purified as described in the SELEX procedure

using either the shaking or freeze squeeze methods.

The plasmid pcHid, a 6383bp plasmid containing all of the jclR

gene induding the 5' operator-promoter region was also obtained

from Dr. L.J. Donald. upon digestion of this plasmid with xmil and

MIur, a 333 bp fragment containing the iclR operator-promoter

region was liberated and subsequently 5' end labeled. The end

labeling was achieved by treating the restriction digest with calf
intestinal alkaline phosphatase and, following phenol-chloroform

extraction and ethanol precipitation, phosphorylation with T 4-
polynudeotide kinase in the presence of [¡32p1 ATp (Maniatis, L}SZ).

The labeled fragment was purified by electrophoresis as described

above.

oligonudeotide SELEX-D, a synthetic 60-mer oligonucleotide

containing base pairs -53 to -24 (Nègre et al. rggz) of the aceB

promoter, was purified by I2o/o denaturing pAGE as described in
"Oligonucleotides." To label this fragment, the oligonucleotide SELEX-

B was first 5' end labeled with T4-polynucleotide kinase and [y-32p1

ATP. This labeled probe was then used without puriflcation to
render an equimolar amount of SELEX-D double stranded in a

standard primer extension reaction containing unlabeled dNTps and

the Klenow fragment of E. coli DNA polymerase (Maniatis, Lggz). The

labeled duplex was purified away from unincorporated primers and

dNTPs by electrophoresis through a LZo/o polyacrylamide gel. The
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DNA was visualized by autoradiography and eluted as described

above.

To labe1 the synthetic 30-mer containing the IclR consensus

sequence, the oligonucleotide 30-T was first end labeled with ly-szpl

ATP and T4-polynudeotide kinase. Duplex formation was initiated

by adding a two-fold excess of the complementary oligonucleotide,

30-8, to the kinase reaction, heating the mixture at BOoC for 5 min,

and letting it cool to 20oC over a period of ten min. The duplex was

purifi.ed by chromatography through a sephadex G-50 corumn.

Double stranded M13 RF was used to generate gel shift probes

from the selected SELEX DNA. The M13 RF was isolated as described

above (see subcloning of the iclR gene) and purified as described in

Maniatis (1982) with omission of the CsCl purification srep. Gel shift
probes were labeled and purified as described above following

digestion of the RF with EcoRI and HindIII.

The IclR site 5'to the gclB gene was obtained by a pCR reaction

containing in 100¡rl, 100ng of E coli genomic DN,\ lpM of primers
gd-A and gd-&, 200pM of each dNTp, 10mM Tris (pH B.g), 50mM KCl,

1.5 mM Mgcl2, and 2.5u of Taq polymerase. For purposes of cloning

and labeling primer A was designed to contafur an .EcoRI site and

primer gdB was designed to contain a HindIII site. Following phenol/
CFIO¡ extraction and ethanol precipitation, the pCR product was gel
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purified and doned into M13mp1g RF. DNA binding probes were
generated from the M13 clone as described above.

2.7 DNA Binding Assays

operator DNA binding assays were monitored by
electrophoresis mobility shift assays (carey, tggL) in which IclR
protein was used to titrate a constant amount of one of the above
described labeled operators. In a typical reaction (rztj)
approximately 1500 cpm (0.07fmol) of DNA and varying amounts of
freshly diluted IclR protein were incubated for zo min at room
temperature in a buffer (GSB) conrainingzo mM TRIS (pH7.g), sOmM
KCl, 8.3mM Mgcl2, 0.6mM EDTA, 0.4mM DTT, 4\pg/mr BSA, and so/o

glycerol. In some experiments more than one type of operator
fragment was used. In these experiments the total counts were still
1500cpm. After incubation 10 pl of the reaction mixture was loaded
onto a pre-run 5o/o polyacrylamide gel (r9:r-acryramide:bis_

acrylamide) in 1X TBE buffer and electrophoresed at 100V until the
bromophenol blue marker had migrated about 5 on. After drying
and autoradiography, the exposed film was used as a template to
excise gel regions corresponding to bound and free DNA The bands
were quantitated by scintillation counting and the percentage of
bound DNA was plotted against IclR concentration. Data were fit to a
modified form of the Hill equation (Hill, 1910) that accounted for
background using the Macintosh program KaleidaGraph version z.r.I
(Abelbeck Software) The equation fitted was:
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%obound = A+95 (K¡Ir)/( 1 +K¡F)

The parameter A, which ideally should have been zeto, was allowed
to be adjusted, while the upper limit was set at 9s as this was
commonly found to be the percentage of DNA bound at saturating
IclR concentrations. The term K¡ was taken to be the IctR
concentration at which half of the operator was bound. The Hill
number, n, was also used as an adjustable parameter in the fits. This
equation was valid as the concentration of DNA used in the assays
(approximately 5-10 pM) was well below that of the protein.

To monitor the effect of KCt and Mgct 2 orL complex formation
the binding reactions were performed exactly as described above in
GSB buffer contaturing the indicated amounts of KCI or Mgcl2. The KCI

concentrations tested were z.s, 10, 2s, 50, 100, zoo, 300, and
400mM while the Mgcl2 was tested at 0, 5, 10, and 20mM. In all
cases the obtained data were fit to the modifïed HiIl equation
described above.

2.7.L Mixed Oligomer Experiments

Mixed oligomer experiments were performed in an attempt to
determine the stoichiometry of binding of IclR to the ace operator.
This method took advantage of the fact that the complex formed
between the double stranded 30 mer (30-T and 30-B that had been
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annealed) and fulr length IcIR had a slower mobility then a comprexformed by truncated IclR and the 30-mer. Fu'' Iength and truncatedwild type IcrR, at a concentration of 23pM in SB were mixed togetherand urea was added to a final concentration of 5.6M. The solutionwas incubated for one hour at room temperature and then diatyzed,against two changes of 500 mt of sB at 4c to remove the urea andrefold the protein. preliminary fluorescence experiments suggestedthat roughly half of the individual protein molecules refolded underthese conditions. The mixed sample was then seriary diluted in GsBand mixed with 3000çm of rabered, doubre sffanded 30_mer in afinal volume of 15pI. After a zomin incubation at room temperaturethe sampre was loaded onto a pre-run, 37cm long, 1x TBE/S./opolyacrytamide get running at 250V. The sample waselectrophoresed until the xylene cyanol marker had migratedapproximately 35cm (gpically about 12hrs), at which rime the gelwas dried and autoradiographed as described above.

2.7.2 Association Kinetics

Rates of association of IclR protein with operator DNA weremonitored by 
'AGE 

in a similar manner to the equilibrium bindingmeasurements described above. In a typical experiment 100p1 of asolution containing approximately 5000 çpm (S pM) of the aceoperator in GSB was gentry mixed with 20¡il of IcIR that had also
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been diluted in GSB. At different times 10pl aliquots were
from the reaction and immediatery roaded onto a lx

removed

TBE/5o/o
acrylamide gel running at 300v. \Â/hen all the samples were toaded
onto the gel the voltage was kept at 300V for 1 min and then
reduced to 150v until the bromophenol blue had migrated
approximately 5cm. The gels were dried and exposed to X-ray film.
As the concentration of IcrR was much greater than that of operator,
the rate constant for association was obtained using standard first
order treatments.

2.7 .3 Dissociation Kinetics

Dissociation rates were monitore d by following the rate of loss
of labelled DNA from the bound complex upon addition of unlabeled
ace opetator. In a typical experiment Zo¡tl of IclR (diluted in GSB to a
concentration such that approximately gu/o of labele d. ace operator
would be bound at equilibrium) was added ro 100p1 of GSB
containing 15000cpm (15 pM) of ace operator. The mixture was
incubated for 10 min at room temperature to allow the reaction to
reach equilibrium, and then 5pl of unlabele d, ace operator was added
to a final concentration of 10-50 nM. At various times 10pr atiquots
were removed from the reaction and loaded onto a LX TBE/Su/o
polyacrylamide ger running at 150v. when the bromophenor brue
marker had migrated approximately 5 cm the gels were dried,
autoradiographed, and quantitated as described above. It shoutd be
noted that in all cases the rate of dissociation was not dependent on
the concentration of unlabeled competitor in the range 10_50nM. In
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addition, when the competitor was added to the reaction at the same

time as the labeled DNL\ no binding of the labeled operator was

observed. First order rate costants were determined by plotting the

natural logarithm of the percentage of bound DNIA as a function of

time.

2.8 Dimethyl Sulfate Protection Experiments

Dimethyl sulfate (DMS) protection experiments were performed

as described by vershon et at. (1987) with the following

modifications. IclR was diluted into a reaction buffer containing 50

mM sodium cacodylate (pH7.5) 50mM KCl, 8.3mM MgCl2, 0.6mM

EDTA, 0.4mM DTT, 4Zpg/mJ, BSA, g/o gþcerol, and approximately

25000 cpm of 3' end labeled operator fragment (from ptZop). After a

20 min incubation at room temperature, Spt of a fresh 1:10 dilution
(in water) of DlvlS was added and the reaction was allowed to

proceed for two minutes before the addition of 50 uI of G-Stop buffer
(1.5M-NaoAc (pH6.0), 1.0M B-mercaproerhanol, roopg/ml rRNA) and

750 pl of 100% ethanol. The DNA was precipirated in a dry ice

ethanol bath for 10 min, resuspended in 250 pl of O.3M-NaoAc

(pH6.0), precipitated in ethanol, and allowed to dry. creavage

reactions were performed in one of two ways: Cleavage at G residues

was accomplished by suspending the sample in 100p1 of a solution

contafuring 1M piperidine, 5mM EDTA, and heating for 30 min at

90'C. The samples were dried with a SpeedVac concentrator, taken
up in 100p1 of nanopure water and dried again in the Speedvac
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concentrator. The water wash was repeated two more times and the

dried sample was taken up in sequencing sample buffer (Maxam and

Gilbert, 1980). These samples were then heated to 90'C for 2 min

before being loaded onto a 8/o (w/v) polyacrylamide,/urea

sequencing gel. The gel was run at 1200V in 1X TBE buffer until the

xylene cyanol marker had migrated to the bottom of the gel. The

gels were then fixed in IU/o methanol, LU/o acetic acid, blotted on to

\Mhatman 3MM paper, dried under vacuum, and exposed to X-ray

film at -7A'C with two intensifying screens. Cleavage at guanine and

adenine residues was performed as described in Maxam and Gilbert

( 1980). The dried, methylated samples were depurinated by
resuspended them in 20 pl of 20mM KPOa þH7.0), lmM EDTA, and

heating to 90"C for 30 min. After a 5 min incubation on ice strand

cleavage was initiated by the addition of 2 pl of 1M NaOH and

heating at 90'C for 30 min. The DNA was precipitated at -70'C by
first diluting the sample with 180p1 of 0.3M NaOAc (pH6.0) 10mM

MgCl2, and then adding 600p1 of LOoo/o-ethanol. After washing the

sample with 7U/o ethanol, the DNA was allowed to dry before being

taken up in sequencing sample buffer and electrophoresed as

described above.

2.9 Selection of DNA that binds to IclR: Selex

Initial experiments were performed using 5' end labeled

double stranded Selex-D (see table 1) to determine the mobility of

Dl.{A that was bound to IclR under standard gel shift conditions.

These experiments demonstrated that the lclR-Selex-D comploc
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migrated to a position roughly 0.5 an in front of the rq¡lene cyanol

marker when the bromophenol blue had migrated 5 crn into the gel.

In the first round of binding approximately 1.0pg (1800nM) of

double stranded random oligonudeotide (SELEX-A) was incubated

under standard gel shift conditions (see DNA bindine) wirh IclR

protein at a concentration of 160nM. After a 30 minute incubation at

room temperature the entire mixture was electrophoresed on a pre-

run 5% polyacrylamide gel until a bromophenol blue marker had

migrated approximately 5 cm. To recover the DNA bound to IclR a

gel slice measuring approximately 0.5orr x lcm was excised just

above the xylene cyanol marker, placed in a 1.5 mI microfuge tube

crushed with a sterile 1 mt syringe plunger, and mixed with 500 pl of
SDS containing elution buffer (0.5M NH+OAc, 10mM MgC12, lmM

EDTA, O.Io/o(w/v) SDS). After shaking for 5-6 hours at room

temperature, the resulting slurry was filtered through a 0.2 micron

filter (Nalgene), 5pg of IRNA was added, and the resulting mixture

was precipitated with 1.0 ml of 100%o ethanol. In some experiments

the DNA was isolated from the gel using the squeeze freeze method

(Beutel and Gold, 1992). Briefly, the DNA containirig gel slice was

frozen in a dry-ice ethanol bath for 5 minutes at which time 600p1 of

0.5M NaoAC, ZmM EDTA was added. The gel was crushed with a one

mI plunger and the resulting slurry forced through a o.z micron

filter. As above, Sprg of tRNA was added and the DNA was

precipitated with ethanol. After washing the precipitate twice with
7U/o ethartol, the dried sample was taken up in 25 pl of TE buffer.

Fifteen pl of the sample was used in a 100 pl PCR reaction containing

o.24 mM of the primers sELEX-B and sELEX-c, 500pM of each dNTp,
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10mM Tris (pH 8.8), 50mM KCl, 2.5 mM MgClz, and 2.5U of Taq

polymerase. In all PCR experiments the reaction mix containing

everything but template and Taq polymerase were heated to 75.C

for 5 minutes and then to 94'c for 3 minutes. while the samples

were at 75"C either template or water was added to the appropriate

tube. Taq polymerase was added when the temperature reached

94"C. The PCR was performed for 10 cycles with denaturation

occurring at 94"C for 1 min., annealing at 55.C for 1 min., and

extension at 72"C for 1 min" The temperature was held at 72"C for 5

min. after the last cycle to ensure synthesis was complete on each

template. In all cases rW/o of the reaction product were analyzed by
I2o/o PAGE and in most cases only samples containing template gave

detectable amounts of product (as described later, the control

reaction sometimes gave a small amount of product).

To obtain additional product a second pcR reaction was

performed on the product obtained above. In this reaction 1 pl of

the first PCR reaction was used as a source of template for each of
three separate 100 pl PCR reactions. After PCR all three reaction

mixes were pooled, cleaned up with phenol and chloroform, and

precipitated with ethanol. The precipitated product was washed

twice with 7U/o etJtartol, dried, and purified by pAGE on a r2o/o gel.

The product band was visualized by w shadowing and the DNA was

eluted from the gel as described above with the exception that tRNA

was omitted from the precipitation stage. This DNA was used as the

starting material for the next round of the SELEX procedure. It
should be noted that all the solutions used in the pcpv with the
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exception of the primers and the Taq polymerase, were treated in

microfuge tubes (with the lids open) with long wave UV light for 30

minutes prior to use. It was found that this precaution reduced the

amount of non-specifi"c amplification product.

The second, third, and fourth SELEX cycles were performed as

described above except that the IclR concentrations were 150nM,

35nM, and 8nM, respectively. In addition only 250 ng (450 nM) of

DNA were used for these later rounds.

The conditions described above were worked out in a number

of preliminary experiments. First, the MgCl2 concentration had to be

optimized. This was accomplished by using single stranded Selex-A

as a template for a PCR reaction containing variable amounts of

MgCt2. The hot start (adding Taq polymerase only when the reaction

reached 94"C) was required as early experiments showed evidence of

a band smaller than 60 bp (presumably a primer dimer, Saiki, 1989)

when the template and Taq polymerase were added to the mix at

room temperature. This band was never present in reactions that

used the hot start procedure. Finally, the number of cycles had to

optimized in order to obtain the maximal yield of product. As

observed by Pollock and Treisman (1990) this is best accomplished

by taking care that all PCR products are double stranded. This can be

achieved by using a large excess of primers and dNTPs, and by using

the minimum number of PCR cycles to avoid primer or dNTP

depletion. As pointed out by Cui et al. (1995) primer depletion could

result in the annealing of two non-complementary strands that are
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double stranded at the ends but single stranded in the middle.

Consistent with this fact was that preliminary experiments using

either 15 or 20 PCR cycles showed evidence of a slow moving band

that was heterogeneous in size. This band was observed with a

concomitant decrease in the amount of amplified 60-mer.

To further improve the affinity of the above selected

oligonucleotides for IclR a nitrocellulose filter was used to partition

the bound and free DNA This method works because of the strong

affinity nitrocellulose has for protein but not for double stranded

DNA Thus, only DNA that is bound to the protein remains on the

filter. when the free DNA is washed away, the bound portion can be

eluted from the protein and amplified.

The concentrations of IdR used for the first three rounds of the

SELEX procedure (using nitrocellulose) were chosen to be relatively

high, in order to maximize the proportion of selected selected DNA

over that which might be non-specifically retained by the filter. This

was required as control experiments using a radiolabelled probe

demonstrated that a small amount of DNA bound to the filter even in

the absence of IclR. Thus in the first three rounds of the SELEX

procedure the IclR concentrations were 175nM, 100nM, and 75nM,

respectively. For the next three rounds of SELEX, the IclR

concentration was kept steady at zzrtNl In these experiments IclR

was incubated with double stranded random oligonudeotide as

described above. The resulting mixture was filtered on a 2cm x 2cm

nitrocellulose filter that had been equilibrated in the same buffer,
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before being washed with 6 ml of GSB. The DNA was eluted from the

filterby a 30 min incubation in 50pl of 0.5M KCI at 65"C. The eluted

DNA was amplified as described above with the exception that the

KCI component of the reaction came from the solution containing the

eluted DNA Thus 15pl of the KCI solution was added to a standard

PCR reaction at 75oC and the material was amplified for 10 cycles

before being used to start 3 secondary PCR reactions that provided

additional product. The amplified product was pooled and purified

as described above. In the first two rounds of the procedure

approximately 1.0 pg of DNA was used, while only O.Zprg of DNA was

used for the next 4.

Two more rounds of SELEX, using 5nM IclR and O.Zpe of DNA

were attempted, however, binding assays determined that the DNA

selected in these rounds had diminished affinity for the protein.

Consequently, these samples were discarded and the DNA selected in

the previous rounds were used for the experiments described below.

2.9-L Preparation of gel shift probes from SELEX selected

DNA pools

Approximately one nanogram of the selected, gel purified,

random oligonudeotide was labeled by incorporation of [ø-3zp] dATP

during PCR The PCR reaction was performed as described above
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with the following modifications: The unlabeled dNTP's (dCTP, dGTP,

and dTTP) were added at a final concentration of 1pM, and 30pCi of

[a-32e1 dATP was used as a source of label. The low concentrations

of unlabeled dNTPs were chosen in order to prevent the Taq

polymerase from incorporating the wrong nucleotide at positions that

should have been occupied by dATP. The PCR was continued for 3

cycles and the labeled probe was purified by electrophoresis as

described above. In this case, however, the position of the probe was

determined by autoradiography rather than LIV shadowing.

2.9"2 Cloning and

Oligonucleotides

Sequencing of SELEX selected

Gel purified DNA selected in the last round of the SELEX

procedure were digested with both BamHI and EcoRI before being

ligated into M13mp18 RF that had been cut with the same enzymes.

Transformation of this ligation mixture into the E. coli strain JM103

was carried out in the presence of X-Gal and IPTG and plaques

containing an insert (i.e. those that were not blue) were used to

generate single stranded DNA for sequencing (Maniatis, 1982). The

DNA was sequenced using Sequenase version 2.o (United States

Biochemical) according to the manufacturer's protocol. The M13

universal sequencing primer was used in all cases. Sequences of the

selected DNAs were aligned by eye by placing them around the

conseryed GGAAAì{NNTITCC found in most of the dones.
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z.LO Database Searching

E. coli sequences that contained the IclR binding sequence were

discovered using the E coli database collection and the on-line Fasta

search found at the world wide web site http:/ /susi.bio.uni-
giessen.de,/usr /local/www,/html,/ecdc-html. I n addition to the

sites upstream of the aceBAK and i.clR genes, the search engine found

two high scoring sequences in known E. coli genes. The first site was

located at nucleotides 93-107 of the gcIB gene (Chang et aI., 1993)

and the second site was located at nucleotides 6310-6323 of ttre hisF

gene (Carlomagno, et al. 1988).

2.LL Sequence Comparisons and Secondary Structure
Predictions

Protein Sequences that were similar to IclR were downloaded

from the Swiss-Prot database found on-line at

http:/ / expasy.hcuge.ch,/cgi-bin,/sprot-search-ful. The

downloaded sequences induded IclR from E coli and S.typhimurium

(P165 2 8 and PL7 43o respectively), GyIR from s.coelicolor and

S.griseus (P15360, and P22866 respectively), and KdgR from

E.cfuysanthemi (P37728). The sequences of Ycso from B.subtilus

(P42968\, Yi4| from H.inÍIuenzae (P44996) and YjhI from .E coli

(P39360) were also downloaded, however, these proteins are only

hypothetical as they are open reading frames discovered by genome

sequencing projects which have yet to be studied. The numbers in
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brackets are the Swiss-Prot identification numbers. Sequence

alignments were performed using the Pam250 scoring matrix (Feng

et al. 1985) and secondary structure predictions were performed

using both the Chou-Fasman (Chou and Fasman, 1974) and Robson-

Garnier (Robson and Suzuki, L976) methods. Regions of secondary

structure similarity were only considered significant when both the

Chou-Fasman, and Robson-Garnier methods predicted similar regions

of secondary structure in six of the eight above protein sequences.

Both the sequence alignments and secondary structure predictions

were performed using the Macintosh program MacVector 4.0T.M.

(Kodak Life Science Products).
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Chapter 3

Results
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3.O IclR Production, Purification, and Physical Properties

IclR protein was obtained from the E, coli cell line JM103 using

the techniques described in the previous section. As described in

previous work (Donald, et al., L996) care had to be taken to prevent

truncation of the protein during the course of its purification. This

truncation, which removes the first eight (and sometimes nine)

amino acids, is thought to be caused by prolonging the exposure of

the protein to the E coli protease Ompf, a protein that is solubilized

in the purification procedure by EDTA, but inhibited by 7¡¡2+ ions. In
this study 7st2+ was usually present during IclR purification to
prevent truncation.

The first step of the purifi.cation procedure utilized the affinity

of the IclR protein for the cation exchange resin BioRex-7O. This step

was extremely efficient and usually gave IcIR that was at least 90Øo

pure as judged by an SDS gel that had been stained with Coomassie

BIue. Fractions identifi.ed as containing a high proportion of IclR

were concentrated and further purified by chromatography through

a Sephadex G-100 column. This last chromatographic step generally

gave protein that was at least 95o/o pure and was of suitable quality

for physical characterization and binding studies. Figure 12 shows

the elution profile for the IclR mutant N57A from both the BioRex-70

and Sephadex G-100 columns.
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Fig. 12 Elution profiles of full length, N57A IclR from A)BioRex-
70 and B) Sephadex G-L00

The protein was eluted from the Bio-Rex column at a salt

concentration of approximately 0.35 M KCL This peak, when

concentrated and run through the Sephadex column elutes as a large

single peak. The elution profiles of the wild type, 5584, T594, and

T60A proteins were all similar to that of the N57A mutant. The

elution profile of the R9L protein was similar to that obtained for the

other mutants; however, it eluted from the BioRex column at a KCI

concentration 0.15M less than the others, suggesting that this residue

is important for anchoring the protein to the exchanger. Truncated

protein generally eluted from the column at a salt concentration of

0.5-0.6M. The G-100 elution profìle of the R9L mutant and the

truncated IclR was identical to the others.
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3.1- Mass Spectrometry

In all the proteins studied it proved imperative to characterize

them by mass spectrometry. The mass data so obtained were used

to characterize the extent of truncation of each batch of protein , and

also to verify mutations. Knowing whether truncation had occurred

proved to be very important as it was later shown that DNA binding

was dramatically effected by this modification (see DNA Binding)

The extent of truncation proved to be variable from preparation to

preparation, however, when the proper precautions were taken, it
was usually found to affect less than 5o/o of the sample. An example

of the ESI-TOF mass spectrum obtained for the N57A mutant is

depicted in figure 13.

Fig. L3 ESI-TOF mass spectrum for the IclR mutant N574.
full length protein corresponds to the peak at 29566.2u, while
truncated peak has a mass of 28888.5u.

The full length protein corresponds to the peak shown at 29566.2u

while the truncated corresponds to the peak at 28888.5u. The peaks

c
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that are multiples of 37u bigger than the above described peaks are

potassium adducts. The masses found for the truncated and mutant

IclR proteins used in this study are listed in table 2.

A)

Protein

W.T.

R9L

N5 7A

S58A

T5 9A

T6OA

29608

29564

29566

29s92

2957 B

2957 8

29608

29561

?9566

2959L

2957 9

29s7 B

2893L

28882

28886

289L3

2 8899

28899

2877 5

n.d.

2BBB9

28913

28901

28902

Full Length

Theoretical Erperimental

Truncated

Theoretical Experirnental

B)
V;ti-,'\ì:t-i)rO-llr:-,-^rr;-Aia-i,ys-,trg -i,:ll:-¡t^rË-1.;;';-;-ìii-r.;-Âi;l*

1

OmpT site

Table 2. A) Masses obrained by ESI-TOF Mass Spectromerry for
the IclR Proteins described ín this thesis. B) Illustrarion of the
N-terminal sequence of wild type IclR and the peptide bond
thought to be cleaved by the OmpT protease.
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3.2 Sizing IcIR by Exclusion Chromatography

The subunit composition of the IclR protein was studied by

monitoring the elution of the protein from a Sephadex G-100 column

that had been standardized with lysozyme (14K), carbonic anhydrase

(30K), bovine serum albumin (66K), and alcohol dehydrogenase (150K);

and the void volume was determined using Dextran Blue. As shown in

Figure 14 IctR elutes from the column with a calculated mass of LL7

000 Da suggesting that the native protein exists as a tetramer at

micromolar concentrations.
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Fig. L4 A) Elution profiles of IclR(Cl) and the standards
lysozyme(o), carbonic anhydrase( I ), BSA(x¡, and alcohol
dehydrogenase(o). from Sephadex G100. B) Plot showing the
normalized elution volume (VslVe; where Vs is the elution
volume of the standard, and Vs is the void volume) of the
standards and IclR as a function of log M.W. The arrows indicate
the expected position for species of molecular mass 30kDa
(monomer), 60 kDa (dimer), and 120kDa (tetramer). The
starindicates the elution volume of IclR from the column,
suggesting that the native molecular mass is approximately
L17kDa-

4.2 4.4 4:6 4.8
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On the basis of ultracentrifugation experiments, Nègre et aI. (1991)

found that IclR was a dimer with an average molecular weight of

60kDa. The discrepancy between their result and mine suggests that

IclR may exist as a tetramer at high concentrations, but perhaps

dissociates to dimers or even monomers, as the concentration falls to

levels that are used in DNA binding experiments (10-8-10-12M). The

Sephadex elution profiles of all the mutants were identical to that

obtained from the wild type preparation indicating that the

mutations did not affect the subunit-subunit interactions. The

truncated protein also eluted in the same position as full length

indicating that the N-terminal arm of the protein doesn't contribute

significantly to oligomerization.

3.3 Prevention of Truncation with the Mutation R9L

As described above, the purifi.cation scheme employed to

obtain full length IclR protein required that Ztl+ be included in the

purification buffer. This precaution is thought to inhibit the activity

of the protease OmpT (see above). Unfortunately this method does

not always yield a protein that is LOOo/o full length. It was surmised

that mutation of the OmpT recognition site in IclR might prevent the

modification while not affecting the structure and function of the

molecule in a dramatic fashion. To test this hypothesis the R9L

mutant was prepared in a manner that always led to truncation

when using wild type protein; the cells were allowed to grow for 18

hours after the addition of IPTG and in addition, they were harvested

in a buffer containing EDTA, and devoid of 7¡ú+. The first indication
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that this modification was successful in preventing truncation was

observed in the elution profile of the protein from the cation

exchanger (see above). Normally truncated protein eluted from the

column in a broad peak centered around 0.6M KCl, while full lengh

eluted at 0.35 M. The R9L, as described above, eluted at

approximately 0.2M KC[, a value closer to that expected for a full

length protein missing a positively charged arginine residue. The

ESI-TOF mass spectrum of the protein gave a mass of 2956I, the

mass expected for the full length protein with an arginine changed to

a leucine, within experimental error. The lack of a peak at a mass of

28882 in the same ESI-TOF spectrum indicated that no truncation of

the sample had occurred using this procedure. Unfortunately the

DNA binding properties of this protein were different from those

found with the full length wild type protein thus preventing it from

being used as a "wild type mimic" (see below).

To date, the exact nature of the agent(s) responsible for

truncation of the IclR protein is not exactly known. The fact that

7n2+ and mutation of the OmpT recognition site somewhat inhibits

the process suggests that OmpT is in fact the agent responsible.

However, the fact that wild type IclR obtained from cells grown

overnight is still truncated even when ZnZ+ is added suggests that

some other proteases may be responsible, perhaps acting

synergistically with OmpT. This possibility is supported by the

observation that an E. colr strain defective in ompT wtll still give

truncated protein if the cells are grown overnight (L.J. Donald,

personal communication).
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3.4 Prediction of IclR Secondary Structure

To date there does not exist a structure for the IclR repressor

protein either alone or in complex with DNA. Until a structure

becomes a available regions of secondary structure can only be

predicted. In the case of IclR, the primary sequence was used at the

Swiss-Prot protein database to search for amino acid sequences that

were similar to that of IclR from E. coli. In total, and as described in

Materials and Methods, eight proteins were found by this search.

The proteins included the KdgR repressor from the organism E.

chrysantherni, GylR from the organisms S. coelicolor and S. griseus ,

IclR from the organism S" tsryhimurium and three other proteins

whose function is unknown but whose Sequences have been

discovered via genome sequencing projects in various organisms. All

of the proteins possess a putative helix-turn-helix motif and all are

thought to interact with DNA Of the known examples, the KdgR

repressor has been shown to negatively regulate expression of the

genes involved in pectin metabolism (Reverchon, et al. I99L; Nasser

et al. 1994\ while GylR has been shown to act as an activator of the

glycerol operon (Smith and Chater, 1988).

Alignment of the IclR seqlrence from E. coli with the other eight

was performed using the program MacVector which uses a Pam250

scoring matrix. This matrix allows for the optimal alignment of

amino acids and allows the introduction of breaks in the sequence to

improve the fit. The results of the alignment are shown in figure 15.

Solid lines indicate regions of high homology, while hollow lines
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indicate regions where

improve the fit.

breaks in the sequence had to be added to

1184
36{
320

316
309
288

280

Fig. 15 Results of the sequence alignments using IclR from E
coli against the proteins listed in the text. Solid bars indicate
regions that contain similar amino acid sequences, while open
bars indicate regions where gaps had to be introduced to improve
the fit. The numbers to the right of each line indicate the
Pam250 score, with high numbers resembling the sequence of
IclR from E. coli

In order to predict regions of secondary structure in the IclR

protein from E. coli, secondary structure predictions were carried out

for all of the aligned proteins described above. Although secondary

structure predictions alone are not very reliable for non-membrane

proteins, it was assumed that if regions of predicted secondary

structure were common to six of the eight proteins these regions had

a greater chance of really existing. The regions that meet the criteria

described above are summarized in figure 16, using IclR as the

representative sequence.
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50 100 150 200 25A

Fig. 16 Secondary structure predictions for the IclR from E. coli
using both the Robson-Garnier(RG) and Chou-Fasman(CF)
methods. CfRg is the consensus derived from both methods. The
regions of secondary structure that are predicted in six or more
of rhe above sequences (fig. 15) are highlighted in green. These
regions correspond to a-helices running from amino acids 110-
118, 170-180, t92-?01, and 753-266. The C-terrninal helix was
predicted in all eight stnrctures.

One result that is of interest to come from the alignments is the

fact that the proposed Trelix-turn-helix motif is not predicted by

either the Chou-Fasman nor the Robson Garnier methods. In all eight

proteins studied by these methods in fact not one of them was

predicted to have a helix-turn-helix, suggesting that this motif is

probably undetectable by rraditional secondary structure predictions

(data not shown). The helix found at the C-terminal end of the

protein, however, was conserved in all eight of the proteins

suggesting that this helix plays a significant role in the structure and

function of these proteins. As shown in figure L7, a typical helix

wheel analysis of this proposed region in IclR indicates that this helix

would have one face that was extremely hydrophobic. In the Lac

repressor a similar situation is observed for the C-terminal amino

acids (Chakerian et al. 1991). In this case the helix forms a leucine

zipper type structure that allows the molecule to tetramerize. It is

tempting to speculate that this helix, if it in fact does exist, may also

be responsible for mediating subunit-subunit contacts in the protein.
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The fact that an apparent IclR C-terminal deletion

to repress the ace operon (Sunnarborg et al. 1990)

this proposal.

mutant is unable

lends support to

Fig. 17 Helical representation of the predicted C-terminal helix
in the IclR repressor from E. coli. Notice that one face (left side)
of the helix is extremely hydrophobic. This helix was predicted
in all eight of the proteins whose primary sequence is similar to
that of IclR.

3.5 Equilibrium DNA Binding

Binding of the IclR repressor to its natural binding sites was

monitored by an electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA). In this

assay various amounts of protein and DNA are mixed together in a
pre-defined buffer and allowed to come to equilibrium. Once this

equilibrium has been reached the solution is loaded onto a

polyacrylamide gel and electrophoresed to resolve the DNA that is

bound to the protein from that which is not. As the DNA is

radiolabelled with 32P, the position of the DNA in the gel can be

determined by autoradiography and the amount of each species can

be quantitated using a number of different methods.

"KE
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At the outset of the work reported here only one naturally

occurring IclR binding site was known. This site is located in the

promoter region of the aceBAK operon (Cortay et al., I99I,L992;

Donald et al., L996) spanning a region of approximately 31bp as

defined by DNase protection experiments (fig. 8). The binding of full

length, truncated, and mutant proteins was first assayed using this

segment of DNA which was excised as a 227 bp restriction fragment

upon digestion of the plasmid ptzop.

Shown in fig. 18 are typical autoradiograms depicting the

binding of truncated and full length IclR to the aceBAK O/P region.

To quantitate the binding isotherms the bands corresponding to

"bound" and "free" DNA were excised from the gel and quantitated

by scintillation counting; then the percentage of DNA that was bound

in each lane was plotted against the total concentration of IclR. The

data were fitted to the Hill equation (Hill, 1910) as it was observed

that the binding did not follow a simple 1:1 Langmuir type isotherm.

Shown in figure 19 are the binding data for both the full length and

truncated (-8 and -9) IclR proteins. The protein concentration

required for half-maximal binding was significantly lower for the full

length protein than it was for either truncated protein: for the full

length molecule the value was 0.3610.04 nM while for both

truncated proteins it was 40 fold greater, or 14+0.6 nM.
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Fig. L8 Autoradiograms showing the binding of A) full length
and B) truncated IclR to the ace O,/P region. The highest and
lowest concentration of full length IclR were 1700 and 0.06nM
respectively, while for truncated IclR the same values were 17@
and 1.1 nM. Lane 1 contained no protein.

To determine the effect of mutating the first four amino acids

in the proposed recognition helix of IclR, DNA binding assays were

performed with each mutant protein as described above. Shown in

Figure 2O are the Hill plots for each of the five mutants, RgL, N574,

5584, T594, and T60A. The curves obtained from these mutants

showed half-maximal binding at protein concentrations of 6.0t0.3nM,

2.3+O.2nM,4.7xO.3nM, and 0.9+0.5 nM for the R9L, N574, 5584, and

T60A mutants, respectively. Thus compared to the wild type protein

the mutations weakened the binding by a factor of 16 for the R9L

mutant, 13 for the S58A mutation,6.5 for the N57A mutation, and

only a factor of 2.5 for the T60A mutation. The T59A mutant gave

the most dramatic effect. As shown in figure 20, even af

concentrations >100nM, T59Awas not able to bind all of the aceBO/P

A)

&
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region. The binding was so weak that the EMSA technique was not

suitable to measure the protein concentration required to bind half

of the operator.

100

BO

0

10-t 
1 10-10 1O-e 10-8 10-7 10-6 1O-s

lIclRI

Fig. L9 Hill Plots showing the binding of wild type full length
(a), truncated-8 (o), and truncated-9(n) IclR proteins to the ace
O,/P region

An interesting feature of the binding isotherms for all of the

proteins is the steepness of the transition region, indicating that the

binding of IclR to the aceBAK promoter is cooperative. Cooperative

binding is usually thought to originate from the binding of multiple

ligands to a substrate. Binding of the first ligand makes binding of

the second either easier (positive cooperativity) or more difficult
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(negative cooperativity). In a typical Hitl analysis the fractional

saturation of the substrate (DNA) is plotted against the free ligand

concentration (IclR) and the value of the Hill coefficient (n) indicates

the degree of cooperativity. A Hill coefficient of 1 indicates non

cooperative ligand binding whereas a value equal to the

stoichiometry of binding indicates infinite cooperativity.

The Hill coefficients for the various IclR proteins studied here

are shown in table 3 along with the Kps reported above and the

difference in binding free energies, ÁÁG.

100

80

0

10'11 1o1o r os 1o8 1o'7 1oo r o-s

IIclR]

Fig. 20 Hill plots for the IclR mutants R9L (^), N57A (o), S58A
(a), T59A (I), and T60A (o). Shown for comparison is the wild
type full length (O) and truncated (X) proteins. The binding data
for the T59A protein could not be fit by the Hill equation
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Protein Ko (M) MG kcal /moL

W.T. (full leneth)

W.T. (truncated-8)

W.T (truncated -9)

R9L (full length)

N57A (full length)

S58A (full length)

T59A (full length)

T60A (full leneth)

(3.6t0"4) X1Ù10

(1.32$.0s) X10-8

(1.41Ð"06) X10-8

(6.0$.3) X 1o-9

(2.3!O"2) Xlùe

(4.7tÐ.3) X1ùe

n.d.

(8'5to'5) x1ù10

2.14

2.L7

1.68

1.09

7.52

n.d.

0.51

r.6Ð2

2.7Ð2

2.1Ð2

1.5Ð2

1.8Ð2

1.9Ð3

n.d.

1.6Ð.1

Table 3 Summary of the binding data for the wild type,
truncated, and mutant IclR proteins to the aceBAK promoter
region. The data were obtained from the Hill plots shown i n
figures L9 and 20. n.d. - not determined

3.5.L Effect of Salt

It is commonly found in the study of protein-DNA interactions

that the concentration of salt has a large effect on the equilibrium

parameters obtained from EMSA experiments. To examine the effect

of the potassium chloride concentration on the binding affinity and

the Hill coefficient (n), full length IclR was titrated against a constant

amount of labeled DNA at KCI concentrations ranging from 2.5mM to

0.4M. Shown in figure 2L are the binding isothenns generated at

some of the KCI concentrations performed in this experiment. It can

clearly be seen in this plot that the apparent binding affinity

decreases as the concentration of KCI increases. In addition, the

sharpness of the transition seems to decrease as the salt
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concentration is increased, suggesting that the dissociation reaction

becomes less cooperative at higher salt concentrations.

Figure 22 summarizes the effect of [KCt] in the form of a log{og

plot. It can be seen from this plot that the binding affinity seems to

increase slowly as the salt concentration is increased to 50mM, at

which time it begins to decrease dramatically. In the range 50mM to

400mM the slope of the plot is L.7Ð.2. According to the method of

Record (Record, et al. L977; Winter and vonHippel, 1981), this result

suggests that in this range of salt concentrations about two ions are

released when the protein binds to DNA. This value is significantly

lower than the value of eight reported for the Lac repressor (Whitson

et al. 1989) but it is nearly identical to that of the Gal repressor

which also releases two ions upon operator binding (Brenowitz et al.

1990). As ions are generally associated with the phosphate

backbone of a DNA molecule, IclR probably interacts strongly with

two such groups when it forms a complex with the ace promoter

region
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FIg. 2t lllustration of the effect of [KCl] on the binding affinity
of IclR for the aceBAK operator. The KCI concentrations shown
are 2.5mM(O), 50mM(O), 100mM(Í), 200mM(^), and 300mM(r).

Figure 23 depicts the change in the Hill coefficient with an

increase in potassium chloride concentration. It is clear from this

plot that the cooperativity drops off dramatically as the salt

concentration increases. One explanation for this fÏ.nding is that at

the concentrations used for DNA binding IclR exists as an equilibrium

mixture of different multimeric forms. As the cooperativity

observed in the low salt region may reflect the sequential addition of

IclR subunits onto the DNA, the fact that the cooperativity decreases

10-10
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as the salt is raised may imply that the DNA binding subunit

composition of IclR is stabilized by the high salt. It is also possible,

2.5 2 1.5 1 0.5 0

-log [KCl]

Fig. 22. Log-log plot summarizing the effect of KCI on the
binding affinity of IclR for the aceBAK operator. The line shown
has a slope of t.7t}.2 from 50 to 300mM KCI suggesting that about
two ions are released upon complex formation.

however, that the cooperativity arises primarily from conformational

changes in the DNA. In this model, the high salt concentration might

alter the DNA conformation, converting it to an IclR binding form.

This is touched upon further in the discussion.
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At a constant KCI concentration of 50mM, the effect of varying
the MgCl2 was investigated using the EMSA. The binding isothenns

generated at MgCl2 concentrations of 0 mM, 5mM, 10mM, and 20mM,

are shown in figure 24. It can be seen in this figure that the binding

affinity is lowest when MgCl2 is absent (approximately five fold

lower), and greatest when MgCl2 is present at concentrations greater

than 10mM. This effect should be contrasted to the situation

observed with thle P22 Mnt repressor (Vershon, et a1., 1987). In this

2.4

2.2

tFrLÈt

Ê 1.8
R¡

ct)

I 1.6
U
É 1.4
l¿r

1.2

0 100 200 300
lKCll

400 s00

Ftg. 23 Effect of [KCl] on the apparent cooperarivity of IclR
binding to the aceBAK operator. The curve has no theoretical
significance, it is simply drawn to illustrate the decrease in n
that was observed.
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system, MgCl2 decreases the affinity of the repressor 25 fold as it

increases from 0 to 10mM. The two different situations suggest that

in the Ic1R-DNA complex, some of the specific interactions are

mediated by MgZ+ ions, while in the P22 Mnt-DNA complex, MgZ+

ions compete with the protein for binding sites on the DNA. At all

the MgCl2 concentrations tested, the Hill constant, within

experimental error, was the same as reported above for full length

IclR.

100

80

20

0

10-11 10-10 10-s 10-8 1O-7

[IclR]

Fig. 24 Binding isotherms generated by IclR binding to the
aceBAK operator as a function of [MgClZ]. The MgCl2
concentrations tested were 0(O), 5mM(Ú), L0mM(O), and 20mM(o)
In each reaction the KCI concentration was kept constant at
5OmM.
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3.5.2 Effect of Metabolites on the IcIR-DNA Complex

To test the possibitity that a small molecule may in some way

either activate or repress the DNA binding properties of IclR, a gel

shift experiment was performed in the presence of a variety of

freshly prepared metabolites from glycolysis, the TCA cycle, and

other pathways known to exist in E. coli. In the experiment, IclR was

added to a constant amount of DNA at a concentration that bound

approximately 5oo/o of the operator when no effector molecule was

present. A change in affinity, either positive or negative would have

indicated that the metabolite was having an effect on IclR binding.

None of the compounds tested showed any effect on IclR binding ln

vitro, suggesting that none of these molecules can be an in vivo

effector molecule of ace operon expression. The compounds tested,

and the concentrations at which they were added are shown in table

4. The concentrations used were similar to the in vivo concentration

measured by Lowry et al. (L97L). It should be noted that the

concentration of the buffer was 20mM in these experiments, thus the

metabolites should not have affected the pH of the solution at the

concentrations used here.

Of interest is the result that PEP has no effect on the binding

affinity of IclR for the aceBAK operon in vitro. This result should be

contrasted with that obtained by Cortay et al. (1991). In that work it
was reported that PEP, at a concentration of 4pM was able to inhibit

the formation of the IcIR-DNA complex This experiment was
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repeated several times in our laboratory and at a concentration of

0.6mM no effect was ever noticed with PEP. As the concentration we

used was 150 fold greater than that used by Cortay et al. (1991) we

are confident that PEP has no effect on IclR complex formation with

tl":re aceBAK operon.

Compound
Tested

Concentration
mM

Glucose
Fructos e- 1, 6 - Bisphosphate

3 - P hosphoglycer ic A cid
Phosphoenolpynrvate

Pyruvate
Acetate

Acetyl-CoA
CoA

Gtrate
I socitrate

u-Ketoglutarate
Succinate

Malate
Oxaloacetate
Glyo4¡late

NADH
l.IAD
ATP
ADP
AMP

5.0
7.0
1.0
0.6
1.0
1.0
1.3
1.3
34
34
L.2

6.7
6l
6l
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.5
1.0
1.0

Table 4 Metabolites used in conjunction with IclR in an EMSA

with the ACeBAK operator. None of these compounds had any
effect on the formation of the IcIR-DNA complex suggesting that
none of them were the in vivo effector molecule.
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3.5.3 StoÍchiometry of the Ic1R-DNA complex

To determine the stoichiometry of the IclR DNA complex

several experiments were performed that took advantage of the

sensitivity of the EMSA technique in resolving complexes of different

sizes. On the plasmid púop t};re aceBAK operator can be excised on a

fragment of two different sizes depending on the restriction enzymes

used to cut it. Digestion with EcoRI and HindIII yields a fragment

227 bp in size while digestion with BamHI gives a fragment 170 bp

in size. In addition, digestion of the plasmid pCHid with XmnI and

MluI yields a fragment containing the idR operator (to which IclR

binds with high affi.nity, see below), 333 bp in length. In the first

experiment full lengh IclR was incubated with operator DNA of two

different sizes at a concentration that bound approximately 95o/o of

the DNA. It was expected that if only one DNA molecule was bound

to IclR in the protein-DNA complex, then two discrete bands would

be observed: one band for IclR bound to the larger of the two

fragments, and one band for IclR with the smaller of two fragments.

If IclR was able to bind to two pieces of DNA simultaneously, the

pattern of bands expected would be the same as above, but an

additional band of intermediate mobility, corresponding to IclR

bound to both pieces of DNA, would be observed. As shown in figure

25, when the experiment was performed, the former situation was

observed, indicating that only one molecule of DNA was present in

the Ic1R-DNA complex In light of the fact that IclR is a tetramer at

the high micromolar concentrations, this result was somewhat

surprising. If IclR is in fact a helix-turn-helix protein, then it might
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be expected that the tetramer (or a dimer of dimers) could bind to

two fragments of DNA, one with each dimer. This situation would be

expected in analogy to that observed for the Lac repressor molecule

which can bind to two DNA sites and mediate DNA looping (Mossing

and Record, 1986; Borowiec et a1., 1987; Kramer et aI. 1988). The

result obtained thus suggests that at the concentrations used for DNA

binding the IclR tetramer dissociates into dimers that can only bind

to one operator. Another possibility, however, is that the IclR

tetramer interacts with DNA in a novel fashion. The experiments

described below favor the former interpretation.

Fig.25 Autoradiogram showing the results from the EMSA using
IclR and operator DNA of different lengths. Lanes L,2, and 3
contain BamHI digested ace operator, EcoRI/ HindIII digested ace
operator, and BamHI and EcoRI/HindIII digested ace operator,
respectively. Lanes 4, 5, and 6, contain EcoRI/HindIII digested
ace operator, XmnL/MluI digested icIR operator, and
EcoRI/HindIII ace operator and XmnL/MluI digested iciR
operator, respectively. Lanes 7, 8, and 9, contain BamHI digested
ace operator, XmnL/MluI digested iclR operator, and BamHI
digested ace operator and XmnI/MluI digested iclR operator,
respectively. The lack of an intermediate band in the lanes with
two operators (3, 6, and 9) indicates that only one DNA molecule is
involved in ttre specific IcIR-DNA complex. The free DNA is not
shown in this figure as it was run off the end of the gel. The IclR
concentration was lnM in each lane.
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To investigate the subunit composition of IctR in the protein-

DNA complex full length and truncated (-8) IclR protein were mixed

together and denatured in the presence of 5.6M urea. The proteins

were then allowed to refold by slowly removing the urea with

dialysis. Shown in figure 26 are the fluorescence spectra of the

mixture before the addition of urea, after the addition of urea, and

after dialysis. The recovery of protein fluorescence suggests that

under these conditions a small proportion of the molecules refold.

The refolded mixture was then used in gel retardation assays with a

synthetic 30bp duplex containing the IclR binding site.

280 3oo t'Î""""ÎJfr* tto 380 4oo

Fig. 26 Fluorescence emission spectra (Àe)x:285 nm) of fully
folded IclR(O), IclR unfolded in the presence of 5.6M urea(!), and
IclR that had been unfolded in urea, and refolded by rem-oving
th" ,rru" by dialysis(O). The relative fluorescence of the refolded
sample is Íower 

-than 
that of the other two as dialysis diluted' the

protèin apProximatelY 1.5 fold.

After elecUophoresis the gel was dried and autoradiographed. As

shown in lanes L-4 of figure 27, ff¡e mixed sample gave rise to three

differentially retarded complexes, with the slowest and fastest
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migrating bands comigrating with the bands corresponding to full

length and truncated protein, respectively. Although the bands were

not quantitated it can be seen that the intermediate band is twice as

intense as the outer n¡¿o bands. The simplest interpretation of this

result is that IclR is a dimer when it binds to DNA, and the

intermediate band rePresents the

heterodimer containing a full length

protein bound DNA as a tetramer

mixed species to show five bands,

length:truncated subunit ratios of O:4,

complex formed between a

and truncated subunit. If the

one would have exPected the

those corresponding to full

I:3, 2:?,3:1, and 4:0.

Fig. 27 Autoradiogram showing the pattern of bands observed
*ti"tt full length änd ffuncateã IclR subunits are allowed to
exchange. Lanls 1, and 2, contained refolded truncated and full
length lroteins, respectively, at a concentration of 10nM. Lanes

3, ind å contain equal motár mixtures of refolded truncated and
iúff f""gttt IclR at a concentration of 10 nM and 5 nM,
iáip*tiü"ty. The intermediate band in the last n¡¿o lanes is
ptãi"*"¿ ío arise from a hetero-oligomeric. species. consistin-g of
ã"" i"if length subunit and one tiuncated subunit. The faint
intermediatJ band seen when just the full length protein is
;ãä¿ árises from the small- amount of truncated prote-i1

iãpp-*i-ate¡y 5o/o) that is always present in full length lclR
preparations.
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3.6 Dissociation KÍnetics

Dissociation kinetics for the DNA complexes with full length

IclR, truncated IclR, and four of the five mutants were performed

using EMSA. In a typical dissociation experiment IclR was added to a

level such that approximately 9O0/o of the labeled aceBAK promoter

region was bound to the protein. At time t=0, an excess of unlabeled

aceBAK promoter (which in preliminary experiments prevented any

binding if the labeled and unlabeled DNA were added at the same

time) was added to the mixture and at various times a portion of the

sample was added to a running polyacrylamide gel. The fact that the

gel was running while the samples were loaded was important as it

minimized the dead time that the complexes had to sit in the wells of

the gel before being resolved" After electrophoresis, the gels were

dried, autoradiographed, and quantitated as a function of time.

The percentage of bound DNA for the initial part of the dissociation

were fitted to a first order rate equation as shown in figure 28. The

kinetic parameters derived from these plots are listed in table 5.
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Fig. 28 Dissociation kinetics of full length(X), truncated( 0 ),
N57A(r), S58A(a), and T60A(Ú) IclR proteins from tl¡.e 227 b.p.
ace operator containing DNA fragment. The T59A mutant did not
form stable complexes thus preventing the determination of it's
kinetic parameters.

Protein kd ttt,
(min-1) (min)

W.T. (full length)
W.T. (truncated)

N57A (full length)
S5BA (full length)
T60A (full leneth)

0.027Ð.001

0.056$.001
0.048r0.0O3

0.106t0.009

0.03010.002

26!7

12!L

14ú
6.5ú5

23j2

Table 5 First order dissociation parameters extracted from
graph shown in fig. 28. The truncated protein was missing
first eight amino acids

the
the

Time
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The kinetic data almost exactly parallel the equilibrium data

presented above (see table 3). The full length protein, which has the

highest affinity for the aceBAK promoter in equilibrium experiments

also forms the longest lived complex, with a half life for dissociation

of 26t\ minutes. The T60A protein, whose equilibrium binding

affinity is closest to that of wild type shows the next longest half life

of 239.. minutes. The mutant with the lowest affinity, 5584, shows

the shortest half life, 6.5Ð.5 minutes. The only exception to the

pattern is the observation that the truncated protein, which had an

equilibrium affinity two to three times less than 5584, formed a

complex with a half life of 12t1- minutes, a value roughly twice that

obtained for 5584. This result suggests that although the truncation

weakens the stability of the complex (roughly two fold according to

the half lives) the N-terminal arm probably functions in DNA binding

primarily by increasing the kinetics of association. This is
commented on further in the next section.

3.7 Association Kinetics

The association kinetics of the IcIR-DNA complex could not be

measured precisely using the EMSA method described above. The

reaction kinetics were so fast that at best an estimate of the lower

limit was available. Shown in figure 29 is an autoradiogram of a

typical association experiment. In this figure the first six lanes were

loaded onto the running gel at five second intervals and it can be

seen that the amount of complex does not increase with an increase

in time after this point. Thus it is probably a reasonable estimate to
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assume that equilibrium is reached in 30 seconds upon mixing full

length IclR with its operator. At the concentrations used in this

experiment (IclR : 0.5nM, ace operator = SpM), and assuming that

30% of the DNA was bound when equilibrium was reached (30

seconds), the first order rate conStânt, k¿, is calculated to be 2.4 X

107 s-l M-1. It should be noted that the ratio of the association

constant to dissociation constant (i.e. the equilibrium constant) is

worked out to be approximately 2.0 X 10-11 ¡4-t. Although the

association rate constant was only estimated, it could not be any

slower, thus the disagreement of the two results verify the

equilibrium results; that is the binding reaction is not simply

described by a Langmuir type isotherm.

L2 3 4 5 78910

Fig 29. Autoradiogram of a typical association kinetic
experiment using IclR at a concentration of 0.3 nM and ace
operator at a concentration of approximately 5.0 pM. Lane L had
no protein, while complexes observed in lanes 2-6 were loaded
onto the running gel at time points corresponding to 5, L0, L5,20,
25, and, respectively. Complexes observed in lanes 7,8,9, and l-0
were loaded onto the gel at 60, 90, LzO, and 1-80s, respectively. The
amount of bound complex does not increase after 25 s indicating
that the reaction has probably come to completion by this time.
The faint intermediate band is only observed in the early time
points.

In addition to providing a lower limit estimate of k¿, the

association experiments revealed the transitory presence of a

complex that was smaller than that observed in equilibrium
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experiments (fig 29 lanes, L-7)" This band disappeared over time

suggesting that it was a kinetic inteñnediate along the reaction

pathway. Since the equilibrium complex probably contains the IclR

dimer it is tempting to assume that the kinetic intermediate

observed in these experiments is an IclR monomer bound to a half

site on the DNA molecule of interest. This in turn implies that at the

concentrations used for DNA binding IcIR probably exists as a

mixture of monomers and dimers.

The association kinetics for the truncated protein proved

impossible to acquire using the EMSA technique, even though the

dissociation kinetics suggested that the rate would be slower. To get

the protein to bind to DNA a concentration of approximately 15nM

IclR was required. It was found that at this concentration the rate of

association was too fast to be even estimated, aS the amount of

bound DNA seemed to reach equilibrium even at the first time point

(5 seconds).

3.8 IclR binding to the tcIR O/P region

Very recently it has been shown that the icIR gene is

autoregulated: that is the IclR protein controls the rate at which it is

slmthesized (Gui et al. L996\. DNase analysis of this region indicated

that the IcIR protein can specifically interact with a region of DNA 5'

of the icl¡ gene that is similar, but not identical to the IclR target

region 5' of ttre aceBAK operon. To try to gain some insight into the

importance of the bases involved in IclR binding, this region of DNA
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was isolated by a MluI/ XmnI digestion of the plasmid pCHicl. The

sequence of the region protected, compared with the region

protected in the aceB operator region, is shown below (fig.30)

10 20 30

aceB TAATTAAJ\ATGGAAATT GTTTTT GAT TTT GCATT

icl-R CAI\TAA¡UU\TGAAJU\TGATTTCCACGATACAGAA

Fig. 30 Comparison of the IclR binding sites at the aceB and icIR
OÆ regions. Bases that are conserved among the nvo sequences
are highlighted. No clear indications of a palindromic structure
are seen when looking at the highlighted bases.

It can be seen from the figure that several bases are conserved in

the two sequences, however, no clear indication of a palindromic

sequence is obviously apparent (as would be expected for a helix-

turn-helix protein). The binding isothenn generated for the binding

of full lengh IclR to the jclR O/P region is shown in figure 31 The

dissociation constant of 0.9t0.1 nM is approximately 2.6 foild weaker

than that obtained for the aceBAK operator. Interestingly, the Hill

coeffT,cient for this site, n:1.6t0.2 is identical to that obtained for the

aceBAK promoter.

3.9 Defining an IclR Target Sequence

To define the mechanism of action of a DNA binding protein it

is important to understand at the molecular level both the protein

side chains and the DNA bases important for mediating the
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interaction. The experiments described above have demonstrated

the importance of some of the protein groups involved in this

process, however, the identities of the individual DNA bases

important for recognition remain elusive.

100

80-õ
tr,:t
860
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E
+40
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10-12 1O-11 1O-10 10-e 1O-8 1O-7 10-6 1O-s 104
ilclR l

Fig. 31 Hill plot showing the binding curve of full length IclR
to the iclR promoter region(t). Shown for comparison is the
curve obtained with the same protein and the ace operator
region(O) which binds with approximately 2.6 fold greater
affinity.

In figure 30 the sequences protected from DNase digestion by

IclR at tl;re aceBAK and iclR operons are compared. An interesting

feature of these regions is the high content of AT base pairs.

Classically, base specific protein-DNA interactions have been probed
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by studying the protection and interference patterns that a protein

affords to the guanine residues within its binding site. However, as

stated above, the small number of guanine residues in the IclR

binding site is only able to provide limited amounts of information.

For example Cortay et al. (L992) were able to demonstrate using

interference techniques that the two guanines at positions eleven

and twelve (as numbered in fig 30) were vital for allowing the

formation of a stable complex In these experiments, pre-

methylation of the N7 position of the guanine bases prevented

formation of the IcIR-DNA complex. Interestingly, however, only one

of these two guanines is present in the iclR binding site, indicating

that the protein must somehow be able to tolerate this change. In

the process of this work further characterization of the IclR binding

site at tl:e aceBAK operon was attempted by employing methylation

protection experiments. IclR was first incubated with the ace

promoter prior to the addition of the methylating agent, dimethyl

sulfate. Dimethyl sulfate is known to methylate double stranded

DNA at the N7 position of guanine, and also at the N3 position of

adenine, albeit at a rate 10 fold slower. Thus a protection

experiment operates under the premise that the N7 position of

guanine (in the major groove), and the N3 position of adenine (in the

minor groove) will not be methylated if they are interacting with the

protein. Upon cleavage of the DNA at the methylated residues, a

typical sequencing gel analysis reveals positions protected by the

protein.
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For the IclR protein-DNA complex, in my hands, using IclR at a

concentrations up to 100nM, no protection was observed at arLy

guanine or adenine residues on either strand (data not shown). This

result was surprising as the result obtained by Cortay et al. (L992)

suggested that the two guanine residues at positions 10 and 11 (as

labelled in fig. 30) were critical for allowing complex formation. A

possible explanation for this observation is that these two residues

function primarily in assisting the association of the complex, rather

than in stabilizing a complex already pre-formed. The fact that no

protection of adenine residues was observed in these experiments

suggests that IclR does not make strong contacts to the minor groove

of the operator. The lack of sequence specific information obtained

from these protection experiments required that a different

approach be taken to determine the bases important for the IclR-

DNA interaction.

Theoretically an excellent approach for studying the

importance of the bases in a DNA binding site is to synthesize

chemically a number of oligonucleotides containing a number of base

replacements at the sites thought to be important for function. This

approach has been successfully employed in studying the interaction

of the Lac repressor with its operators (Lehming et al. 1987; Sasmor

and Betz 1990). In that system, however, a good understanding as to

the importance of each base had already been obtained from

footprinting and interference experiments. In the case of the IclR

binding site very little information was known and a study of this

type would have involved the synthesis of a number of
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oligonudeotides spanning the 31 or so base pair region protected by

DNase. This would have not only been a time consuming, laborious

process, it would have also been prohibitively expensive. Instead, a

method was devised that took advantage of the ability of IclR

select tight binding sequences from a random pool

oligonucleotides.

3.1-O SELEX

SELEX, or Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential

enrichment, was initially developed as a method for screening huge

combinatoriat libraries, consisting of >1015 RNA molecules, for

molecules of predefined catalytic activity (Tuerk and Gold, L99O;

Robertson and Joyce, 1990). Since then the method has evolved to

screening large pools of double stranded DNA for the ability to bind

to a protein (Thiesen and Bach, L99O; Norby et al., 1992; Toledano et

aJ., 1994; Ades and Sauer, L994; Cui et aJ., L995; and He et aJ., 7996).

In its simplest sense the method is conceptually straightforward: in

a DNA synthesizer a completely random sequence consisting of equal

amounts of all four bases in all positions is generated and flanked by

two defined primer binding sites. This generates an enonnous pool

of sequences (4n, where n is the number of randomized positions)

which are then made double stranded by the action of a DNA

polymerase. DNA molecules that bind to a particular protein are

selected by a method such as affinity chromatography, filter
binding, or electrophoretic mobility. As the starting pool is often

very complex, several purification steps are usually required to "fish

to

of
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out" functional molecules. Therefore, the small percentage of

molecules selected at each step is amplified in a polymerase chain

reaction. The process is then repeated with these amplified

molecules and continued until the high affinity ligands dominate the

population. A schematic illustration of this procedure is shown in

figure 32.

For IclR this protocol was followed using both EMSA and

nitrocellulose binding to partition the bound and free DNA molecules.

The random oligonudeotide, SELEX-A, which is 60 base pairs in

length, contains two primer binding sites which flank 24 randomized

bases in the middle. To facilitate cloning of the selected sequences,

the primer binding sites were designed to contain an EcoRI site at the

5' end and a BamHI site at the 3' end. For the first round of selection

SELEX-A was made double stranded in a standard primer extension

reaction using the primer SELEX-B. This generated a poss'O1" 424 Q x

1014) different sequences. ApproximateLy 1pg of this DNA

(approximately L.7 X 1013 molecules) was then incubated with full

length IclR protein in gel shift buffer, and molecules which bound to

the protein were selected by EMSA. To determine the position at

which aÍay protein-DNA complo< migrated a 60 base pair

oligonudeotide (SELEX-D) containing the natural aceBAK binding site

was synthesized, made double stranded, and labeled with 32P. Thus,

the region of the gel in which the SELEX-D-DNA complex migrated
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random oligonucleotide is first made double stranded by the
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was the region containing SELEX-A-DNA complexes, which was

excised from the gel. After elution and PCR of the DNA that bound

to IclR, the process was repeated for three more cycles, each time

using less DNA and less protein.

At the conclusion of the first four cydes the selected DNA was

labeled internally and used as a binding probe to check its ability to

bind to IclR. Unfortunately, the DNA selected did not bind with even

moderate affinity to the IclR protein at this stage. A mathematical

analysis of the SELEX procedure (Irvine et aJ., L99L) revealed a

possible reason for this poor result" \Mhen performing SELEX one has

to be very careful to limit the amount of non-specific "background"

that partitions along with the molecules binding with high affinity to

the protein. This background can be acquired from a number of

sources, including non-specific partitioning of the DNA with the

protein, and contamination of PCR reactions by randomned DNA that

can be introduced throughout the many purifT.cation steps. As the

PCR will amplify all the molecules introduced into the reaction, this

non-specific background must be carefully controlled.

In an attempt to alleviate the above described problem three

modifi.cations to the original process were employed. The first

modification involved irradiating all of the solutions (except for the

primers and Taq polymerase) used in the PCR reaction with long

wave W light. The second modification involved partitioning the

bound and free DNA with nitrocellulose filters. These changes were

expected to reduce the amount of contamination as the bound DNA
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was simply eluted from the filters in high salt and directly

introduced into a PCR solution that had just been irradiated with UV

light. using the EMSA method the DNA had a much greater chance of

becoming contaminated as the DNA had to be extracted from the gel,

ethanol precipitated twice, and gel purified before it could be used in

the next round of SELEX The third modification simply involved

raising the IcIR concentrations used in each round of selection.

Keeping the IclR at elevated concentrations allowed for the

introduction of a greater amount of selected DNA into the PCR

reaction. This should have had the effect of reducing the amount of

contamination, as the starting concentrations of specifT.c molecules

would vastly outnumber the contaminating background. The

combination of these modifications improved the results

dramatically.

After eight rounds of SELEX the selected DNA was assayed for

its ability not only to bind to IclR, but also to compete with the

naturally occurring aceBAK promoter region. Shown in figure 32 is

the result obtained from the competition experiments using the

selected DNA from rounds 5, and 10. (round 5 was the first round

that employed the nitrocellulose filters). The DNA selected in round

5 was only mildly effective in competing with the natural promoter,

and only at the highest concentrations used. In contrast, the DNA

selected from round 10 was completely effective as a competitor at

the highest concentration, and was still an effective competitor when

it had been diluted up to 500 fold.
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Fig. 328 The ability of the SELEX selected DNA to compete with
the naturally occurring aceBAK operator was monitored by a
competition experiment. Lanes 3-6 contained SELEX DNA from
round five at a concentration of approximately 1pM, 200nM,
50nM, and 10nM, respectively. Lanes 7-I0 contained SELEX
selected DNA from round 10 at concentrations of 500nM, 100nM,
1-0nM, and lnM, respectively. Lane 1 contained no IclR, and lane
2 contained no competitor. In each lane the IclR concentration
was 3nM.

To verify this result, the DNA from a number of rounds was labeled

internally and its affinity for IclR was monitored by an EMSA. The

results shown in figure 33 clearly demonstrate that the affinity of

the selected DNA had dramatically increased. The DNA used in round

1 was unable to form a stable 1:1 complex even at protein

concentrations of 5.6 pM. In fact, only a smear was observed at this

concentration, suggesting that most of the binding was non-specific.

The DNA selected in round 10, however, showed binding even at an

IclR concentration of I.4 nM, indicating that the binding affiniÇ had

improved at least 5000 fold. Interestingly, analysis of the DNA

selected from rounds 11 and LZ showed a decrease in binding

affinity by a factor of approximately ten fold. As described above, it
is possible that the lower concentrations of IclR used in these rounds

were not sufficient to provide enough DNA to the PCR reactions,

allowing for these samples to become contaminated.
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Fig. 32C Illustration of the increase in binding affinity for the
DNA selected after 10 rounds of SELEX (fie. B) as opposed to DNA
that was used in round 1 (fig.A). The IclR concentrations used in
each lane are listed in the figure.
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3.10.1 Sequence analysis of tclR Selected Binding Sites

To analyze the sequences to which IclR bound the DNA selected

from round 10 of the SELEX procedure was cut with BamHI and

EcoRI and ligated into the replicative form of phage M13mp18 DNA

that had been cut with the same enzymes. After transformation and

plating onto IPTG/XGaI LB plates, white plaques were picked and

used to prepare both RF and single stranded DNA for sequencing.

The nucleotide sequences of 32 such isolates are shown in figure 34.

The sequences can be divided into three groups. In the first

group the selected sequences almost all contain the palindromic

sequence GGÁ,AANNNTTTCC. When the selected oligonucleotides

are aligned around this motif a consensus half site for IclR can be

defined as (AAWDTGGfuEAV)N, where W: A or T, D : not Ç and V

: A or C (fig. 3a). It should be noted that it was not possible to

distinguish the orientation in which IclR bound, therefore both

strands had to be included in the above analysis. Unfortunately, this

precluded any observation of possible asymmetries in DNA sequence

that may have been selected for by IcIR binding. In the second

group, only one half of the consensus palindrome is found suggesting

that IclR can bind to these sequences with at least moderate affinity.

In the third group the isolates do not seem to contain any of the

sequence elements required for IclR binding. As suggested by

Irvine et al. (L991) these sequences probably represent molecules

that are carried over from the contaminating background or from the

huge number of weak binding sequences present in the original pool.
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A)

FULL SITES:
2-B TGCACAGAATIGGAAACAGTTTCCATTCTGTGCATTGATCCCGGG
2-T CCCGGGAICAÃ,TGCACAGAATGGAAACAGTTTCCATTCTGTGCA
3-B ATCCAATGCGGAAAGTATTTCCAAACTTAGCATAATTGAATTC
3-T AATTCAÀTTATGCTAAGTTTGGAAATACTTTCCGCATTGGAT
5-B ATCCAATGCGGAAATGGTTTCCATTTATATACCAATTGAATTC
5-T AATTCAATTGGTATATAAÀTGGAAACCAT!TCCGCATTGGAT
4-B ATCCAATGCACCACCTCTGGAAACGATTTCCATTATGTACCAATTGAATTC
4.T AATTCAÀTÎGGTACATAATGGAAAÎCGTTTCCAGAGGTGGTGCATTGGAT
6-8 ATCCAATGCGCCAAGACTGGANACNNTTTCCATATTGNN
6-T NNCAATATGGAAANNGINTCCAGTCTTGGCGCATTGGAT
8-B ATCCAÀTGCAAATTGGAAACCGTTTCCAAAGCCATCCCAATTGAATTC
8-T GAATTCAATTGGGATGGCTTTGGAAACGGTTTCCAATTTGCATTGGAT
]-1-B ATCCAATGCGGAAGACTTTÍCCCCATGGATAGGAATTGAATTC
11-T GAATTCAÀTTCCTATCCATGGGGAAAAGTCTTCCGCATTGGAT
I2-B ATCCAATGCGGAAATGGTTTCCATTTATATACCAATTGAATTC
Lz-T GAÀTTCAATTGGTATATAAATGGAAACCATTTCCGCATTGGAT
16-T CGGAATTCAATTGGAAANNGTTTCCATTGTCTGGTTGCA
16-8 TGAAACCAGACAATGGÀAACNNTTTCCAATTGAATTCCG
22-B ATCCAATGCACAGAÀÀGGAAACAGTTTCCNCCCAATTGAATTC
22-T GAATTCAATTGGGNGGAAACTGTTTCCTTTCTGTGCATTGGAT
25-B GGATCCAATGCCAATGGAAATTCTTTCCATTCCCCAATTGAATTC
25-T GAATTCAATTGGGGAATGGAAAGAATTTCCATTGGCATTGGATCC
26-B GGATCCAATGCCACAACAA.A,ATGGAAATCCTTTCCAATTGAATTC
26-T GAATTCAÀTTGGAAAGGATTTCCATTÎTGTTGTGGCATTGGATCC
27-B GGATCCA.ATGCCAACACAGAATGGAACCTATTTCCAATTGAATT
27 -T GAATTCAATTGGAAATAGGTTCCATTCTGTTTGGCATTGGATCC
28-B GGATCCAATGCGGAAATGGTTTCCATTTATATACCAATTGAATTC
28-T GAATTCAATTGGTATATAAATGGAAACCATTTCCGCATTGGATCC
29.8 GGATCCAATGCGAAAACCGTTTCCGTATCCATGGAATTGAATTC
29-T GAATTCAATTCCATGGAÎACGGAAACGGTTTTCGCÀTTGGATCC
3O-B GGATCCAATGCGGAAATGGTTTCCATTTATATACCAATTGAATTC
3O-T GAATTCAATTGGTATATAAATGGAAACCATTTCCGCATTGGATCC
31-B GGATCCAATGCGGAAAACGTTTCCAAAGCCATCCCAATTGAATTC
31-T GAATTCAATTGGGATGGCTT3GGAAACGTTTTCCGCATTGGATCC
32-B GGATCCAATGCACCTAGCAÀÀTGGAAACGATTTCCACTTTCCCTCGAÀTTGAATTC
32-T GAATTCAATTCGAGGGAAAGTGGAAATCGTTTCCATTTGCTAGGTGCATTGGATCC
33-B GGATCCAATGCACCTAGCAAATGGAAACGCTTTCCAATTGAATTC
33-T GAATTCÀÀTTGGAAAGCGTTTCCATTTGCTAGGTGCATTGGATCC
34-B GGATCCAATGCGCGGCCAGCCGTGGAAATAATÍTCCGATACTAATTGAATTC
34-T GAATTCAÀTTAGTATCGGAAATTAITÍCCå,CGGCTGGCCGCGCATTGGATCC
35-B GGATCCAATGCGCCAAGACTGGAAACTGTTTCCATAATTGAATTC
35-T GAATTCAATTATGGAAACAGTTTCCAGTCTTGGCGCATTGGATCC
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SINGI¡E SIITES:
7-T
10 -T
t4-T
20-T
2t-T
23-T
1_8-T

NO CONSENSUS:

CAATTCC GCC TGGTGGAA¿,CTAGGTATGTGCATTGGAT
GAA.TTCAATTC CGTATCGTGGÀÀÀTAC TCGGTGCGCATTGG
GAATTCAATTC C TAGATGNGGA.A.â.TTGGTG TGG TGCATTGG
GAÀ,TTCAATTC CG TAT}TGTGGA.àÀTAC TC GGTGNGCATTGG

NNAGGAC TTTGGÀ.AÀCGGGGTTGGCATTGG
GAÄ.TTC AATTC CATAGGGfTGGA.AÀTTG TTATTC AGCATTGG

GAATTC CAATTCCATCAGGTGGA.ãÀATAAGCCTC GGCATTGG

l_9-T
1_-B
9-B
3 6-B

B)

A
C

G
T

GAATTCAATTGGCCTATATATGATGC TGTGCC TAGCATTGG
CCAATGC TGCC GATACTGGGGTGCC C TCTzuUU\TTGAATTC
CCAATGCGACCCGTTA.A.CC CCAATC TGATGCAATT
GGATCCAATGCGGCCTCC CAC TCCACCGCAC TCGGAATTGAATTC

1234s678.9_
26 51 58 56 42 3 0 2 100
402r 14 2 7 23 0 0 0
27 15 20 2 29 3 10098 0
13 12 7 4022 69 0 0 0
NAAAATGGA

TG
T

10 11
100 9s
0 2.5
0 2.5
00
AA

L2 13
7L9
s3 29
10 29
30 14
CN
T

Fíg. 33 Nucleotide sequences of DNAs selected and cloned after
10 rounds of the SELEX procedure. The sequences can be grouped
into three groups: The first group is the largest and contains two
palindromic half sites with the sequence TGGê\rd{ The second
group contains DNA with only one half TGGé\rd{ site and the third
group bears no resemblance to first two groups. In the first two
groups the sequences were aligned around the conserved half
sites. In some sequences it was found that more than 24 bases
existed in the random region. This was presumably due to errors
made by the Taq polymerase throughout the procedure.
Nucleotides designated N could not be unambiguously determined
from the sequencing reactions. B) The percentage of times that
each base was found at positions through the half site is shown
with the bases that are most strongly conserved shown below.
The absolutely conserved GGArd{ sequence is underlined.

The results of this experiment thus demonstrate that IclR binds

preferentially to a consensus palindrome that extends over 23 bp. In
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contrast to other experiments that only show the importance of a few

nudeotides, this experiment was able to define a binding site

signature for the IclR protein. As IclR was only known to bind to two

naturally occurring sites at the completion of this experiment this

consensus sequence could not have been determined by a direct

comparison of the bases in both operators. The SELEX method thus

proved to be an extremely powerful tool in our study of Ic1R-DNA

interactions.

3-LO.2 Determination of the Affinity of IclR for the selected

DNAs

The affinity of IclR for representatives of the selected DNAs

was measured using an EMSA. The DNA samples for the assays were

obtained by digestion of the M13mp18 RFs of the selected clones

with ,EcoRI and HindIII, and were labeled with 32P. Selected for

analysis were dones 7 and 23, corresponding to half sites; clones 8,

25, and26; corcesponding to full sites; and clone 36, corresponding to

a site with no homology to the consensus. The results of these

experiments are presented in figure 34. The data for the full sites are

similar to that obtained previously for the naturcJ aceBAK operator.

Clone 25 seems to have the highest affinity for the protein as the

protein concentration required for half-maximal binding was

0.5t0.1nM. Clones 8 and 26 bind roughly four fold more weakly

with affinities of 1.8t0.2nM, and 1.9t0.2nM, respectively. In all

three cases the Hill coefficient L.4tO.2, is somewhat lower than that

for the natural operator. For the half site dones, 7 and 23, the
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binding is clearly weaker as evidenced not only by the drop in

affinity (6.7tO.3, 10.3t0.4nM, respectively) but also by the lack of

cooperativity. The Hill constants for these sites are actually less than

unity with a value
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Fig. 34 Hill plots showing the binding of the SELEX clones 7(r),
8(O),23(E),25(o), and 26(x). Clones 7, and 23 correspond to half
sites while 8,25, and 26 correspond to full sites.

of 0.7t0.1 for both dones. The loss of cooperativity observed when

binding to half sites has also been observed for the P22 Arc

repressor (Brown and Sauer, 1993). Isolate 36, the clone bearing no
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homology to the consensus sequence showed almost no affinity to

IclR, and quantitation by an EMSA was not possible. A summary of

the data is presented in table 6

Clone
8
25
26

Sequence KU lnM)
AAATTccAAAcccrrrccAAÀcc 1.8t0.2
ccAATccAAATTcrrr ccATTcc 0.5t0. 1

AAAATccAAÀ,TccrrrccAATTc L.9tO.2

ccrccrccAAAcraccraTctcc 6.7tO.3
TAcccrceAAATTcrrATTcAcc 10.3t0.4

AAtccccccrcccAcrccAccccA n.d.

Hill Constant
L.4tO.2.
L.4tO.2.
L.4tO.2.

0.7t0.1
0.7t0.1

7
23

36 n.d.

Table 6 Summary of the binding properties of the SELEX clones
studied in this work. The length of sequence shown roughly
corresponds to the bases protected from DNase when IclR is
bound to either the ace or icIR operators

3.11 Discovery of a Cryptic IclR Binding Site

Using the consensus IclR binding sequence as a template the .E

coli genomic database was searched for additional binding sites using

the on-line Fasta search engine. Two possible binding sites were

discovered. The first site was located within the coding region of the

hisF gene, a gene required for the biosynthesis of the amino acid

histidine. The second site was located in the promoter (overlapping

the -3 5 region) of the E coli gd gene (fig. 35). The location of this

site, and the function of the gene itself, immediately suggested a

functional significance with respect to regulation by IclR. Tl:re gd
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protein, glyoxylate

of two molecules of

carboligase, whose

glyoxylate to form

oly

+

RNA P merase

+1

I

-10

IclR
I

Y
oxylate carboligase

/\,
GAÀÀGTT G GAAA AATT T T C C AÀTAÃAT
CTTTCAÀC C TT T TT.AÀAAGG TTATTTA

Fig. 35 Schematic illustration of the proposed location of the
IclR binding site found 5' to the gcl gene. The location of the site
is analogous to the situation observed for the ace and icIR
operators. The DNA sequence of the operator contains the
consensus sequence (in bold face) discovered in the experiments
described above.

When E coli is growing on the two carbon molecule glycollate,

the first step in its metabolism is its oxidation to glyoxylate. The

glyo>,qdate formed can be converted to tartronate semialdehyde as

described above, and through a series of steps, introduced into

glycolysis as 3-phosphoglyceric acid (Kornberg, and Gotto, L96I;

Chang, et al., 1993). The fact that a potential IclR binding site has

now been located in the promoter of the gd gene suggests that IclR

may also play a role in controlling the metabolism of glycollate
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and/or glyoxylate. The faú. that glyoxylate carboligase is an

inducible enzyme was firmly established by the work of Chang et al.

(1993). When E coli was grown on succinate the levels of the

carboligase were barely detectable" However, when either glycollate

or glyo>qrlate was added to the medium the level of the erLzyme rose

dramatically. When the cells were grown on glycollate, however,

induction was only observed in strains carrying a functional

glycollate oxidase gene (which converts glycollate into glyo>rylate),

indicating that glycollate was not the in vivo inducer. The authors

suggested that glyoxylate was the direct inducer of gd expression.

However, the results presented in this thesis have indicated that

glyo4¡late itself has no effect on the ability of IclR to bind to the

aceBAK operon. Thus if IclR is regulating the gcl gene the glyoxylate

must first be metabolized before transcription is initiated at this

gene. In order to further characterize the ability of IclR to regulate

the gd gene, the operator/promoter region of this gene was

generated by PCR, and the ability of IclR to interact with it in vitro

was analyzed by an EMSA.

The sequence of the proposed IclR binding site in the gd

promoter region (fTg. 35) shares a high degree of homology to the

SELEX derived binding site (see fìg. 3a). It was thus expected that

this region would interact strongly with IclR. After doning and

sequencing the PCR derived gd operator the EMSA confT.rmed this

prediction. Shown in figure 36 is the binding curve generated when

IclR binds to thre gd promoter. The measured affinity for IclR

binding to this site is O.5t0.1nM while the Hill constant is 1.2t0.1.
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These results clearly indicate that IclR is able to bind specifically to

t}nle gd promoter region. The in vivo consequence of this interaction

is not yet understood, however, operon fusion experiments currently

underway in our laboratory will hopefully resolve this question.

10-1t10-tt10-to 1O-, 1O-t 10-t 10-t 10-t 10-o

lIclRl

Fig. 36 Hill plot showing the binding affinity of full length
IclR for the gcl operator(O). The binding curve generated using
tl;e aceBAK binding region(!) is also shown.
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3.LZ Design of a Synthetic IclR Binding Site

With the results of the SELEX experiment and the knowledge of

three naturally occurring sites to which IclR bound I was able to

design a 30 base pair oligonudeotide containing the IclR binding

consensus (fig. 37). This oligonucleotide was tested for its ability to

interact with IclR in a standard gel retardation assay (fig. 37) and it

was found to have the highest affinity of any of the binding sites

tested. The cooperativity, however, as measured by the Hill constant,

was markedly decreased. The affinity was measured to be

0.07t0.03nM while the Hill constant was found to be 0.9t0.1..

3.13 FadR has no effect on the lclR-aceBAK interaction

As described in the introduction, the levels of the glyoxylate

cyde enzymes are negatively regulated by the product of the fadR

gene. The purified FadR protein was obtained from Dr. L.J. Donald

and tested to determine whether this protein could interact with the

aceBAK operator either by itself, or cooperatively with IclR. An

EMSA was performed with both IclR and FadR present (fig 38), and

the results clearly indicate tlnat in vitro, FadR does not bind to

controlling sequences dose to the aceB promoter. This was not

surprising, however, as examination of the sequence did not reveal

any sequences that were obviously similar to the FadR consensus. In

addition, when FadR and IclR were incubated simultaneously with

ace operator no change in DNA mobility was observed beyond that
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N\CT AJV\AT G GAAATGAT T T C CACTATACA
TGATTTTAC C T T TACTAAAGGTGATATGTT

60

40

1O-1210-r 
1 

10-10 1O-e 10-8 1O-7 10-6 10-s 10-4

IclR]

Fig. 37 A) Sequence of the double stranded 30-mer that
contained the consensus IclR binding site. The ends were
constructed to have an overhang to facilitate radio-labeling and
crystal growth. B) Hill plot showing IclR binding to the 30-
mer(r) along with the plots from the three natural operators,
aceBAK(o), iclR(tr), and gc(o).

induced by IclR alone. Thus, protein-protein interactions between

FadR and IclR cannot explain the role of FadR in the regulation of the
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ace operon. Tlne fadR gene must therefore affect the production of

t}ne ace enzymes by a more complicated mechanism.

*p

4qÈ orr! *x,,¡}ffff,

I IcIR]nM

lFadRlHM

0

0

10 1 .1 o O 0 10 10 10 1 1 1 .1 .1 .1

o o 0 10 1.1 101.1 101.1 101 .1

Fie. 38 An EMSA using both IctR and FadR with the aceBAK
prõmoter was performed to determine if FadR either interacted
ãlone with the DNA or perhaps affected the affinity of IclR for
the DNA. The IclR and FadR concentrations present in each lane
are shown in the figure. As seen in the figure, the amount of
complex decreases with decreasing IclR concentration. However,
the ãmount of complex is unaffected by the amount of FadR
present, with and without IclR.
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Chapter 4

Discussion
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4.O IclR Mutants

In this thesis the DNA binding properties of the IclR protein

was examined by site-directed mutagenesis. The first four amino

acids of the proposed recognition helix (N57, S58, T59, and T60) and

a residue found in the N-terminus (R9) were mutated to alanine, and

leucine respectively. The effect of the mutations on the DNA binding

properties were measured by an EMSA. The recognition helix

mutants N574, 5584, and T60A each only showed a modest decrease

in the binding affinity of the protein for DNA of 6.5, 13, and 2.5 fold,

respectively. In several well charactenzed protein-DNA complexes,

it has been shown that mutating side chains that directly contact the

DNA results in a much more dramatic loss in binding affinity. For

example, mutation of functionally important DNA-binding residues in

the Mnt repressor reduces the affinity of the protein for DNA by 60-

12000 fold (Knight and Sauer, 1989). The same situation is also

observed for a variety of helix-turn-helix proteins including the 434

repressor (Huang et al. 1994), the LexA protein (Thliveris and Mount,

L992), and the Tet repressor (Baumeister et aJ. L997). The fact that

the mutations listed above did not lead to the same kind of decrease

in binding affinity suggests that, perhaps with an exception of

serine-58, these residues are probably not making critical contacts

with DNA.

These results are not particularly surprising when one compares the

amino acid alignments shown in fig. 39.
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Fig. 39 Illustration of the proposed Helix-turn-helix motifs from
IclR and known (not hypothetical open reading frames) proteins
sharing a high degree ðf sequence homology (see fig. 15). The
residues in rãd are those that are absolutely conserved among all
five proteins, while thOse shown in green are Conserved between
IclR ãnd either I(dgR or GyiR. The enlarged residues correspond
ro the iclR amino acids ihat were studied in this thesis. The
numbering is from the E, co.fi Ici.R sequence (Nègre et al. 1991).

Of the N57, S5B, and T60 residues, the only one that shows some

conservation is that whose rnutation shows the greatest effect on

DNA binding, SerSB. This residue is found not only in the iclR

sequences, but also in the KdgR sequence. At position 57 asparigine

is only found in the two IctR proteins. In KdgR and Gyl.R this residue

is a lysine. At position 60 an even srnaller degree of conservation

exists, as this position is a valine in KdgR, and alanine in the two GyiR

proteins. Correspondingly, the T60A mutation has the smallest effect

on DNA binding.

The T59A mutation decreases the operator binding affinity of

IctR substantially (see fig. 20 and table 3), suggesting that this

residue is making an important contribution to the DNA binding

properties of the protein. When IclR is aligned against the other
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proteins sharing a high degree of sequence homologr (fig 39) it can

be seen that this residue is highly consen¡ed. Only in IclR from

Salmonella is a difference observed; in this protein a serine replaces

the conserved threonine. As it seems unlikely that the wild type

Salmonella protein would have a dramatically lower DNA binding

affinity than the E coli protein, this substitution suggests that in the

E. coli complex it is the hydro>rryzt function of threonine, rather than

the extra methyl group that is responsible for DNA binding.

Mutation of this residue to serine witl be required to answer this

question decisively.

The question of whether or not IdR is in fact a helix-turn-helix

protein has not yet been verified from the experiments described in

this thesis. Although the T59A mutation has a severe effect on DNA

binding, the other three mutants show only a very small to moderate

effect suggesting that of the first four N-terminal amino acids in the

"recognition" helix only T59 makes base specifying contacts. This is

unusual in prokaryotic helix-turn-helix proteins as a substantial

number of these contacts usually are seen to arise from these

residues (Harrison and Aggarwal, 1990). Exceptions, however, have

been observed. In the co-crystal structure of the Trp-repressor-DNA

complex the first two amino acids in the recognition helix only make

contacts to the DNIA through water mediated hydrogen bonds with

their main chain amide nitrogens indicating the nature of the side

chains at these two positions is relatively unimportant (Otwinowski

et al. 1988; Lawson and Carey, L993). Site directed mutagenesis

have verified this result (Pfau et al. L994). Site directed mutagenesis
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experiments have also shown that the first four residues of the

recognition helix in the Lex repressor (Thliveris and Mount, 1992),

are probably not critical for recognition. Rather, amino acids further

along the helix seem to be functionally important. Finally, the

homeodomain proteins found in eucaryotic organisms also contain a

helix-turn-helix motif. In these proteins, however, most of the base

specifying interactions are found at the C-terminal rather than

N-terminal portion of the "recognition" helix (Kissinger et al. L99O;

Wolberger et aJ. I99I; Wilson et al" 1995). It is thus possible that

IclR also utilizes a helix-turn-helix protein in a manner that is

atypical for procaryotic repressors. Perhaps in the IcIR-DNA

complex, as in the homeodomain complexes, it is the C-terminal

portion of the recognition helix that make base specifying contacts

with the major groove of the DNA.

The sequence alignments presented above support the above

suggestion as the degree of conservation seems to be much higher at

the C-terminal portion of the recognition helix. For example,

histidine 61 is conserved in both the IclR and GylR sequences. At

positions 62 IclR and KdgR both possess an arginine side chain. The

next two positions, 63 and 64, both show absolute conservation of a

hydrophobic side chain, with position 64 showing absolute

conseryation of a leucine residue. Finally, conservation of a hydro>çyl

containing amino acid is evident at position 66 as all these residues

are either threonine or serine. Site directed mutagenesis

experiments targeting these amino acids will have to be performed

to validate the importance of these conseryed residues.
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In addition to a marked degree of consen¿ation in the
recognition helix, a high homology is also present in the first helix of
the proposed motif. At amino acid 46, 42, 4g, and, 49 conservation of
hydrophobic, hydro4yl containing, acidic, and hydrophobic side

chains, respectively, is obvious. Position 50 is also highly conserved
(alanine), however, this is expected as the fifth amino acid of a helix-
turn-helix- domain is usually alanine. These conseryations suggest

that IclR may utilize these residues, in addition to the C-terminal
residues of the "recognition helix" in contacting DNA once again,

site-directed mutagenesis will be required to answer this question.

The N-terminal arm of the IclR protein also plays a role in DNA

binding. Upon removal of either the first eight or nine amino acids

the affinity of the repressor falls approximateLy 40 fold suggesring

that this region of the protein contributes significantly to DNA

binding. In several examples reported in the literature the
N-terminal arm is able to form an extended chain that can make base

specific contacts with the minor groove, €.g. lambda repressor (pabo

et al. L982; Jordan and pabo, 19gg); engrailed homeodomain
(Kissinger et al. L99o); Mataz homeodomain (wolberger er aJ. r99r);
and Hin recombinase (Feng et al. 1994). It is possible that IclR also

contacts its cognate DNA by a similar mechanism.

In the N-terminal arm of IclR, mutation of arginine-9 to leucine
reduces repressor binding 16.5 fold. This finding was unanticipated
as removal of this arginine when the first eight amino acids were
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already missing did not change the binding affinity of the protein at

all (i.e. IclR had a similar affinity for binding regardless of whether it
was missing the first eight or nine amino acids). As the R9L change

corresponds to roughly half the binding energy associated with the

N-terminal arm a main function of the eight N-terminal amino acids

might involve stabilizing arginine-9 in a DNA binding conformation.

Removal of the first eight residues results in a loss of this

stabilization, consequently both truncated proteins bind to DNA with

similar affinities.

4" 1 IclR Binding to Various DNA Sites

The identification of a consensus sequence for IcIR was a

significant step in the characterization of the molecular mechanism

by which IclR binds to DNA The binding sites were selected by two

methods throughout the course of the experiments. The first

method, an EMSA, was unsuccessful in selecting high affinity
oligonucleotides from a random pool. Although several groups have

successfully used EMSAs in the past (Cui et aJ. L996; He et aJ. L995;

and Toledano et al. L994) I was unable to adapt this method for IclR,

presumably because the background levels of contamination were

too high. The situation was improved greatly when the partitioning

of bound and free complexes was performed with nitrocellulose

filters. The filters seemingly reduced the amount of contamfutation

introduced into the PCR reaction, thus reducing the number of cycles

required for enrichment (Irvine et al. LggÐ. In addition, the filter
binding method was much quicker than the EMSA technique. While
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the latter method generally required

complete one cycle of selection, the

accommodate two rounds of selection

productiveness of the experiments.

a minimum of two days to

former method was able to

per day, thus increasing the

The DNA consensu.s sequence selected by IclR was shown to be

palindromic with a half site spacing of three base pairs. The

consensus half site, or lclR-box, was found to be AAWDTGGê\r{{

where W : A or T, and D : not C While the first five bases in the

consensus are highly conserved, the last five (GGAAA) are absolutely

conserved. DNase analysis, however, has shown that a1l of the bases

in the consensus half site are protected from digestion (Donald et aI.

L996; Cortay et al. I99L). Taken together, these results suggest that

the outer, not so well conserved bases, may contact IclR in a less

specific manner, while the inner five nudeotides, GGAAA, may be

responsible for providing the majority of the base specific

interactions. The less specifT.c interactions provided by the outer

bases cotrld involve phosphate or sugar moieties that interact with

specifi.c protein side chains. The observation that this region does,

however, tend to prefer adenine and thymine bases suggests that

IclR may, like a large number of well charactenzed DNA binding

proteins such as CAP (Schultz et al. L99L), LacR (Lewis et al. L996),

and PurR (Schumacher et aI. L994) bend its operator upon binding.

In alt of the sequenced clones that contained two IclR

half-sites, three bases were always found in the intervening region.

The fact that this half site spacing is so conseryed is probably a
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direct result of the distance between the recognition helices in the

IclR dimer. I f IclR is in fact a helix-turn-helix protein then the

recognition helices would fit into consecutive turns of the major

groove. Increasing or decreasing the spacing between the two half

sites would alter the relative positions (by a 3.44, translation, and

36" rotation around the helical axis of the molecule, per base pair) of

the two major grooves thus preventing IclR binding. Thus, in

addition to the chemical identity of the bases in the IclR binding site,

the spacing between these critical residues affords a second source of

sequence discrimination. Experiments that study the effect of

changing the half site spacing between the two IclR boxes will

probably prove fruitful in further dissecting the molecular

mechanism by which IcIR binds to DNA Other proteins that only

recognize half-sites separated by the proper spacing include, to name

a few, the P22 Arc repressor (Smith and Sauer, 1995), the MetJ

repressor (Phillips et al., 1989; He et al., 1996), the glucocorticoid

receptor (Luisi et a1., 1991), and the LexA repressor (Oertel-Bucheit

et al. 1993)

The DNA binding properties of a number of isolated clones

were examined for their ability to bind IclR. As expected the

molecules containing a full site were able to interact with the protein

with high affinity. In the three dones examined the inner five bases

of the lclR-box were GGê\rd{ (fig. 34), but the outer five bases, and

the bases comprising the inner three were variant. This lack of

sequence specifTcity, and the fact that IclR is still able to interact
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with high affinity with these molecules again suggests that IclR may

make a greater number of nonspecific interactions with the outer

bases in the IclR binding sites, while making more specific

interactions with the inner five bases. Interestingly, however, the

done with the lowest AT content, and thus the lowest similarity to

the consensus sequence, in the outer five bases (clone 25) had the

highest affinity for IclR. The reason for this is uncertain but perhaps

it is due to the identity of the three nucleotides separating the two

half sites. The isolation, and examination of additional selected

sequences will be required to clarify this issue.

An interesting finding to emerge from the SELEX experiments

was the fact that IclR was able to select a relatively large proportion

of DNA sequences containing only one half site (fig. 33). \Mhen two of

these sequences were isolated, EMSA experiments demonstrated that

IclR was still able to bind rather tightly, with dissociation constants

of approximately 10nM. The in uivo consequence of this result is not

understood, but it suggests that IclR might interact weakly with

additional sites in the genome. That this result is not simply a non-

specific interaction of IdR with DNA is evidenced by the fact that the

K¡s for n¡¿o different half-sites are similar, and also the fact that IclR

showed almost no affinity for the non-consensus containing DNA

obtained from clone 36 (fie. 33).
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4-L"L Comparison of the [clR Consensus to the in vivo
operators

The consensus sequence described above could not have been

defined solely from a comparison of the idR artd aceBAK operators,

the two naturally occurring IclR binding sequences known prior to

the SELEX experiments. For example, neither of the naturally

occurring sites contains two perfect half sites; the aceBAK site

replaces the two cytosines found in the second (3') half site with

thymines, while the iclR site replaces the second guanine found in

the first half site (5') with an adenine" Only when tl:'e gd OÆ region

is included in the alignment does the naturally occurring consensus

more resemble that obtained from the SELEX experiments (fig. ?)

aceB

icl-R
gcf

SELEX

TAAT TAAAATGGAAAT T GTTTTTGAT T T T GCAT T

CAATAAAAATGAAAAT GAT T TCCAC GAT AC AGAA

T T T GAAAGT TGGAJUU\ATTTTCCAATAAATAGAG

NW\TGGAJU\NNNTTTCCAT T T T

TT
G

AA
C

3 0-mer N\CTNUU\TGGA.AJ\TGATTTCCACTATACA

Fig. 4O Alignment of the three naturally occuring IclR binding
sites from E. coli. along with the SELEX selected sequence and the
synthetic 30 mer. The sequences are aligned around the
conserved GG¡ud{ half sites. Note that neither the aceBA K or icIR
sequences have two perfect IclR boxes.
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It is of interest that neither tlrre aceBAK or idR OÆ regions

contain two perfect IclR boxes; each only contains one complete half

site. In contrast, the gd site contains two half sites where the inner

five base pairs are identical in to the consensus defined by SELEX. A

reasonable assumption from this result would be that tlrre gd O/P

region might bind more tightly to IclR than the other two operators.

This is not borne out in experiment, however. The naturally

occurring gcl promoter binds with an affinity intermediate to the

aceBAK (which binds the tightest) and iclR regions (fie. 36). Why

then did IctR almost always select sequences that contained two

complete half sites? One explanation is that the bases outside of the

GGAAA motif play an important role in supplying binding free

energy to the complex. In the naturally occurring aceBAK and idR

sites the bases 5' to the conserued GGAAr{ motif all agree perfectly

with the bases selected with highest proportion in the SELEX

experiment. In the gd O/P region two of these bases do not agree

with the SELEX consensus. Thus, it is possible that although some

binding energy might be lost by not conforming to the inner

consensus, fine tuning of the bases outside the GGArd{ motif may

afford extra binding energy. The fact that a synthetic oligonucleotide

(fig. a0) which was constructed to contain the consensus of both the

natural sites and the SELEX selected sites bound to IclR more tightly

than any of the naturally occurring sites confirms this suggestion.

Why then did nature not select IclR binding sequences that

more resemble the 30 base pair oligonucleotide? Perhaps evolution

has modified the sequences not to maximize the binding affinity, but
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rather to optimize the in vivo metabolic requirements of the

organism. For example, a tighter binding sequence may dissociate

from the protein mudr more slowly than the natural sequences do.

This could be deleterious in the case of IclR if induction of the genes

it controls depends on the ability of a small molecule, or inducer, to

first bind to the protein preventing it from binding DNA I f the

small molecule had to wait for the protein first to dissociate before it
showed its effect, a tighter binding complex, would take a longer

time to induce. It is also possible, of course, that the operators do not

perfectly resemble the consensus sequence as a result of the fact that

they share a binding site with RNA polymerase. Evolution, perhaps,

has modifi.ed both sequences in such a way that they are better able

to control the regulation of the glyo:¡zlate cycle.

4.L.2 Why is IcIR Binding Cooperative?

Cooperativity is cornmon to a great number of biological

systems, induding protein-DNA interaction, protein-protein

interactions, and protein-ligand interactions The classical definition

of a cooperative system states that the binding of one ligand, say to a

protein, affects the ability of a second ligand to bind to the same

protein. In hemoglobin, for example, the paradigm of cooperative

systems, binding of one olygen molecule makes the binding of the

second easier. When two molecules of o:Ezgen are bound the third

binds even more easily and finally when three molecules are bound,

the fourth binds with the greatest ease of all. The molecular

explanation for this observation is that the binding of o>(ygen to one
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of the hemoglobin subunits effects a conformational (allosteric)

change in the quaternary structure of the protein allowing for the

next ligand to bind to another subunit with greater ease.

In the case of protein-DNA interactions, cooperativity is

thought to arise by the assembly of protein oligomers on the DNA

helix. Interactions between the bound oligomers are then thought to

account for the cooperativity. In the simplest systems the assembly

generally involves the sequential addition of homo-oligomers to

different DNA sites. A good illustration of this phenomenon is seen

with theP2? Arc repressor. This protein, at the concentrations used

for DNA binding exists as an equilibrium mixture of dimers and

unfolded monomer (Bowie and Sauer, 1989). The DNA binding

reaction involves the sequential addition of Arc dimer to individual

half sites within its operator" When the first dimer is bound to one

half site the affinity of a second dimer for the other half is enhanced

5900 fold relative to the non-cooperative case (Brown and Sauer,

L993). The crystal structure of the Arc-DNA complex (Raumann et

aJ., L994) has shown that this cooperativity arises primarily from

protein-protein interactions across the dimer-dimer interface.

Cooperativity in protein-DNA interactions, however, can also

arise through conformational changes in the DNA For example,

binding of a protein subunit at a particular DNA binding site can alter

the conformation of a second binding site. This alteration would be

expected to change the affinity of the second site for protein and

cooperativity could theoretically be observed even when the two
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protein subunits are not contacting each other. In the literature

there is evidence that this is the case for binding of the l"-repressor

to its operators (Strahs, and Brenowitz, t994), binding of the paired

class (Pax) homeodomain dimer to its operator (Wilson et al. 1995),

and activation of transcription by integration host factor (Parekh and

Hatfield, 1996). In the paired class homeodomain, the cooperative

interactions are also mediated, to a small extent, by protein-protein

contacts between adjacently bound monomers.

Evidence presented in this thesis suggests that the cooperative

interactions observed for IclR binding arise primarily through DNA

conformational changes. The association kinetics, and stoichiometry

experiments, suggest that at the concentrations used for DNA binding

IclR exists as a mixture of monomers and dimers. In the equilibrium

DNA binding experiments it is observed that the cooperativity of

binding (as measured by the Hill number) tends to decrease as the

DNA binding site more conforms to the consensus. For example, the

HiIl number for binding to the aceBAKand iclR operators is 1.6, while

it is close to unity for the consensus 30 mer. In addition, the Hill

number for IclR binding to half sites is somewhat less than unity.

These data thus suggest that the exact sequ.ence of DNA bases in the

IclR binding site are critical determinants for cooperative

interactions. If protein-protein contacts formed when two monomers

form a dimer on the Dl.{A were responsible for the cooperativity, the

sequence of DNIA bases found in the binding site would not be

expected to alter the cooperativity dramatically. This was clearly not

the case in our hands.
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\Mhen only one perfect half site is present (aceBAK and iclÃ) in

the IclR binding site it is possible that the kinetic route of assembly

is as follows: one subunit of IclR, either monomer or dimer, first

binds to the perfect half site present in each operator.

Conformational changes in the DN,\ then might have the effect of

altering the structure of the non-consensus half site to one that more

resembles the consensus site. Following this conformational change,

a second IclR subunit binds to the vacant and altered half-site to

form the stable protein-DNA complex.

This model for IclR binding suggests that if both half sites

resembled the consensus sequence less cooperativity would be

observed. This was in fact borne out in the experiment with the 30

base pair oligonudeotide described above. In addition, cooperative

interactions were never observed when IclR bound to sites

containing only one lclR-box (fig. 34). Presumably the binding of one

IcIR subunit can only alter the second half site, and prepare it for

binding, when that site closely resembles the consensus. Thus, the

cooperative interactions observed for IclR binding to DNA depend

critically on the local DNA sequence and not on protein-protein

contacts between bound monomers. The reason that truncated IclR

binds with higher cooperativity to the aceBAK operator is not yet

understood in the context of the above described mechanism. DNA

binding experiments performed with the other operators described

in this work will hopefully clarify the issue somewhat.
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4-2 IIow Does IclR Regulate the Glyoxylate Cycle?

To date no satisfactory explanations have been put forward

that explain the molecular processes involved in the expression of

tl:re ace operon. In the absence of any ligand, IclR has been shown to

bind to the operon with moderate to high affinity, at sites that

overlap the recognition sequence for RNA polymerase. Thus, in

glucose containing medium it would be expected that IclR would

prevent transcription by sterically preventing RNA polymerase from

forming an initiation complex. When the medium is changed to

acetate, t}':re ace operon becomes deregulated, suggesting that the

concentration of a specifi.c inducer molecule may rise and prevent

the formation of the IcIR-DNA complex, thus permitting transcription.

An alternative hypothesis, however, is that the ace operon is

deregulated by a drop in concentration of a specifÏc co-repressor

molecule. The fact that the affinity of IclR for DNA is quite strong in

the absence of any ligand argues that the former situation is most

likely to occur in vivo.

The nature of the effector molecule for the ace operon still

remains to be elucidated despite intensive study over the past 40

years. However, several lines of evidence have demonstrated that

for induction to occur the following criteria have to be met: 1) The

organism must contain a functional citrate synthase (Kornb ery, L966)

suggesting that acetyl-CoA cannot be the inducer. Proline, and

ø-ketoglutarate, however, catl still induce the glyoxylate cyde

without a functional citrate synthase indicating that induction of the
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ace operon when growing on acetate first requires some of the

acetate to be metabolized (Duckvorth, 1980). 2) A functional malate

synthase is also required for induction on acetate again indicating

that acetate must first be metabolized before induction can occur.

Finally, induction is independent of cyclic-AMP, as crp and cya

mutants are still able to induce isocitrate lyase (Duckworth, 1980).

Experiments performed in this thesis have demonstrated that a

number of compounds from glycolysis, the TCA cyde, and other

pathways do not show any effect on IclR binding. For example, it was

suggested that on the basis of the experiments described above that

neither acetate or acetyl-CoA could be the inducer of the ace operon.

This was confì.rmed here and has been confirmed previously (Cortay

et aI. L99I). In addition I have shown that rhe TCA cyde

intermediates o-ketoglutarate, oxaloacetate, malate, succinate,

citrate, and isocitrate have no effect on IclR binding suggesting that

none of these compounds is the intracellular inducer. The fact that

a-ketoglutarate had no effect on IclR binding to the ace operon

suggests that the ability of this compound (and proline, which is
metabolized through a-ketoglutarate) to induce tlrre ace operon must

arise from its metabolism to another, probably non-TCA compound.

As fumarate and succinyl-CoA were not tested it is not possible to

comment on the role played by these TCA cycle intermediates. These

results thus indicate that for acetate to induce the ace operon it must

first be metabolized to a compound outside of the TCA cycle. If this

compound resides in the gluceogenic pathway, it cannot be pyruvate,

phosphoenolpyruvate, fructose- 1, 6-bisphosphate,
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3-phosphoglycerate, or glucose as none of these compounds had an

effect on DNA binding.

An alternative hypothesis as to the nature of the inducing

molecule comes from the observation that IdR also interacts with the

gcl OlP region. This gene codes for the erLzyme glyoxylate

carboligase, a key enzyme in the metabolism of glycollate. I t is

possible that IclR responds to the levels of the intermediates

resulting from the action of this enzyme. Thus it is possible that

tartronate semialdehyde (or its interconvertible isomer

hydro>qypyruvate), or other products resulting from the metabolism

of glycollate, induce IclR expression. However, as isocitrate lyase is

only induced to one tenth its maximal level in glycollate containing

medium (Kornberg, 1966; Ducla¡¿orth, 1980) other factors must play

a role in ace expression if this hypothesis is in fact correct. As

described below, other factors clearly are important.

As it stands today the expression of ace operon is also under

control of three gene products completely unrelated to IclR. The first

such molecule is the FadR protein, a protein which also regulates the

levels of the enzymes controlling the synthesis and degradation of

fatty acids. The oxidative fatty acid degradative enzymes are

repressed by this molecule, while those responsible for fatty acid

synthesis are activated. The allosteric effectors of this protein are

long chain acyl CoAs which bind to FadR, preventing it from

interacting with DNA Thus when .E coli is growing on long chain

faff acids, FadR is in its non-DNA binding form and the degradative
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enzymes are able to break down the fatty acids into acetyl-CoA. The

acetyl-CoA is then metabolized via the glyoxylate cycle, allowing for

the generation of gluconeogenic substrates.

It is believed that FadR regulates the ace operon at the level

of transcription as the levels of isocitrate lyase and malate synthase

in a fadR strain are greatly increased under non-inducing conditions

(Maloy et al. 1980). In this study it was shown that this increase

was a direct result of increased transcription rather than from the

accumulation of metabolic products resulting from t}:re fadR mutation.

In the work presented here I have demonstrated that FadR is unable

to interact with any cis-acting regulatory elements within the local

proximity of the ace operon. In addition I have shown that FadR

does not regulate ace expression by interacting with IclR itself.

It is possible that FadR regulates the levels of IclR by binding

to cis-acting elements at the idR gene. This mechanism, however,

could not account for the fact that strains carrying both iclR and

fadR mutations have higher levels of isocitrate lyase than strains

carrying only an icIR mutation (Maloy and Nunq 1982). If iclR was

regulated by FadR, the strain carrying both mutations should have

had the same levels of isocitrate lyase as the strain that carried only

the iclR mutation. It is also possible that FadR may affect tl:re ace

operon indirectly by interacting with tl:e gd OÆ region controlling

transcription of glyo:¡zlate carboligase. If this enzyme leads to the

accumulation of a positive effector for the ace operon, a fadR

mutation would increase the levels of the carboligase and the
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accumulation of a positive effector resulting from this enzyme would

then de-repress aceBAK A direct observation of a protein-DNA

complex formed by FadR and either the idR and gd O/P regions will
hopefully clarify this issue somewhat.

In addition to IclR and FadR, tl:re ace operon is also regulated

by the FruR protein and the integration host fador. As both of these

molecules have been shown to directly interact with thre ace operon

the mechanism by which these proteins regulate it is less of a
mystery than the FadR protein" Both FruR and IHF regulate tl:re ace

operon in a positive manner, that is mutation of the protein results in

decreased levels of ace transcription. Thus when growing on acetate

these proteins must somehow activate transcrþtion at the ace

promoter. FruR binds to a region approximately 170bp upstream of

the transcription start site suggesting that it cannot activate RNA

polymerase by simply interacting with it at an adjacent site (as is

often observed with CAP-cAMP). For activation to occur, it is

possible that the DNA forms a loop complex such that FruR is able to

interact with RNA polymerase and activate transcription in a manner

similar to that observed for other well charactenzed procaryotic and

eucaryotic activators (Vignais and Sentenac, 1989). This looping may

be mediated by the IHF, a protein whose known function is exactly

this (Freundlich et aI. L992). Mutation of either IHF or FruR would

prevent these contacts from forming, thus explaining why both FruR

and IHF are positive activators of ace expression.
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This mechanism of transcriptional activation by FruR and IHF

can be readily explained by the fact that FruR is easily displaced

from its binding site by fructose-1-phosphate, and fructose-I,6-

phosphate. When cells are growing on acetate, glucose addition

raises the levels of fmctose-1,6-bisphosphate approximately 1500

fold (Lowry, L97I). Thus glucose addition could cause cessation of

the glyo:ylate cycle enzymes for two reasons: 1) it could change the

levels of the hypothetical IclR inducer molecule, and 2) it could

displace FruR from its binding site at th:e ace operon preventing it
from activating transcription" Alternatively, the mechanism by

which repression on glucose arises may not depend on the action of

any small effector molecule. I f the FruR-IHF mediated DNA loop in

some way prevented IclR from binding to its operator, it could

effectively aú. as the small molecule. In glucose grown cells, the

looping would not occur as FruR could not bind DNA. Thus in glucose,

IclR would be bound to its operator and transcription would be

repressed. In acetate the levels of fructose-1,6-bisphosphate (and

perhaps fructose-1-phosphate) would dramatically decrease allowing

for FruR to bind to the ace operon and form the IHF mediated loop.

It is then possible that this looped complex instead of activating

transcription by interacting with RNA polymerase, activates

transcription by displacing IclR from its binding site. As visual

inspection of the region 5' to the iclR gene has revealed no IHF or

FruR sites this latter mechanism would explain why iclR expression is
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Figure 41insensitive to carbon source.

discussed above.

illustrates the mechanisms

A)
RNA Polymerase

Glucose

IHF

FruR
(non-binding
form) Hypothetical

effector
IclR
(non-binding form)Fru-L (6),-P

Acetate

Fig. 4lA Possible mechanism describing how the ace operon becomes
deregulated. When the medium is changed from glucose to acetate the levels of
fructose-l-,6 (and possibly fructose-l) phosphate decrease. In addition the
levels of a hypothetical inducer that effects IclR binding may also rise. These
physiological changes would then displace IclR from DNA while allowing FruR
to activate transcription by interacting with RNA polymerase. I n this model,
the integration host factor would simply serve as an agent that bends the DNA
allowing for the productive contacts to be formed. It is possible, of course, that
IHF may also play additional roles. Whether or not the bending would occur in
glucose medium is unknown.

\.
t\

FruR
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B

RNA Polymerase

Glucose

IHF IclR

form) [x' o
IclR

Acetate

Fig. 41B Alternative mechanism explaining how changing the medium from
glucose to acetate induces ace expression. I n this model, like the first model,
IclR is tightly bound to the ace operator in glucose. However, when the
medium is changed to acetate there is no requirement for an inducer to bind
IclR. Instead the binding of IHF (which would also be bound in glucose-not
shown) and more specifically FruR would cause IclR to fall off the operator.
This could be caused by perturbations in the DNA molecule or by FruR making
the binding of RNA polymerase at the ace promoter much more favorable than
the binding of IclR. This model would explain the fact that expression of the
iclR gene, which does not posess any IHF sites (and probably no FruR sites) is
insensitive to carbon source.

IHF

-t-W

FruR
(non-binding
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The molecular mechanisms controlling the regulation of the ace

operon have now been the focus of intense research for over 40

years. Although we now have a better idea as to the identiÇ and

function of the protein products involved in the metabolism of

acetate the picture is not nearly complete. Experiments in the future

will have to absolutely identify the mechanisms by which FruR and

IHF mediate transcription. In addition the search for a small effector

molecule, perhaps using a method that utilizes the affinity of IclR for

this small molecule, should be continued. Additionally,

characterization of the mechanisms by which IclR regulates tl;re gd

gene, if it in fact does, will able us to better connect the pathways of

acetate and glycollate metabolism in E" coli. Finally, the role played

by FadR in regulating the ace operon will have to be established.
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